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PREFACE

Snow avalanches form every year in Switzerland and endanger
not only the inhabitants of mountain valleys but equally also
skiers, and mountaineersi these themselves occaslonally set
avalanches 1n motion. In order to be able to estimate the ex-
tent of endangered zones and to gain quantitative information
about the forces that are set up by snow under motion, model

avalanches must be studied both theoretically and experimen-
taI1y. The Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology
at ETH Züri,ch and the Swiss Federal Institute of Snow and Ava-
lanche Research, Weissfluhjoch, Davos have agreed to study
both, flow and powder snow avalanches more fundamentalfy by
exploring theoretical models and conducting laboratory expe-
riments. This report surnmarizes an effort to model flow ava-
lanches on the basis of a granular chute flow.

The work was started three years ago by the second author
and thought being straightforward when applied to steady plane
chute flor"r. But this was not so. Rather involved theoretical
lnvestigations of the governing equations were needed, and nu-
merical modellinq turned out to be non-trivial. The numerical
expertise was brought by the first and third authors. What we

present here is the joint effort the authors undertook as an

aside of the research project No DPP 8219439, sponsered by
the US National Science Foundation and dealing \,rith "Numeri-
ca1 solutions of dynamical problems of cold and temperate ice
sheets". Additional support came also from the Swiss National
Science Foundation through Contract No 2.872-0.83, "Experi-
mental and theoretical studies of powder snow avalanches".
Thls support is gratefully acknowledged.

Kolumban Hutter
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ABSTRACT

A continuum mechanical model, describing rapid shear
flow of granular material-s as deduced by Jenkins and

Savage (1983) from considerati-ons of statistical mecha-
nics is applied to steady plane shear ffows down an in-
clined chute. Depending on the type and form of the
physically suggested boundary conditions that are im-
posed at the base and the free surface, respecti-vely,
the emerging boundary value problems permit or prohi-
bit existence of mathematical solutions. The model of
Jenkins and Savage is therefore extended by adding to
the stress tensor a contribution that depends on the
spatial gradient of the particle density.

The governing differential equations and boundary
conditions of all models are presented. All two-point-
boundary value problems (TPBW) are given in dimension-
less variables and standard form for numerical integ-
ration. For certaj-n types of boundary conditions the
TPBVP I s are sinqular either at the base or the free
surface. The local solutions which regularize the pro-
blem at the boundaries are presented in each case, but
the detailed mathematical treatment is not dealt with.

The TPBW's of the modefs are numerically solved
using discretisation techniques. For each model the
numerical procedure is explained in detaif and a sarnple
of results is given. The numerical computations are
done in FORTRAN, Fina11y, the programs AVAL1 and AVAL2

are described and their listings are presented.
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ZUSAMMENFASSIJNG

Es wird ein kontinuum-mechani-sches Mode11, das
schnelle Scherströmungen eines Granulates beschreibt,
vorgestellt. Das Mode1l stanunt von Jenkins und Savaqe
(1983) und ist von ihnen mit Methoden der statistischen
Mechanik hergel-eiteL worden; hier wird es auf statio-
näre ebene Scherström_ungen entlang einer geneigten
Schussrinne angewendet. Je nach der Form der physika-
lisch motivierten Randbedingungen, die an der Basis,
resp. der freien Oberfläche erfüIlt sein müssen t ge-
stattei das resultierend.e Randwertproblem eine mathe-
matische Lösung oder nicht. Das von Jenkins und Savage

vorgestellte Model1 wird daher erweitert. indem dem

ursprünglichen Tensor ein weiterer Spannungstensor hin-
zugefügt wird, der vom räumlichen Gradienten des Dich-
tefeldes abhängt. Das erweiterte ModelI wird erkl_ärt.

Es werden die Differentialgleichungen und Randbe-
dingungen aller ModelJ-e vorgestellt. Die resultieren-
den Zweipunktrandwertprobleme vrerden dann in dimen-
sionslose, für die numerische Behandlung standardi-
sierte Form gebracht. Für gewisse Arten von Randbedin-
gungen sind die Zweipunktrandwertprobleme entr^reder an
der Basis oder an der freien Oberfläche singulär. Tn

diesen Fäl1-en r./erden die lokalen Lösungen, welche das

Problem regularisieren, vorgestellt, aber eine detail-
lierte Darstellung des mathematischen Lösungsweges wird
nicht gegeben.

Die Zvreipunktrand\^rertprobleme, r^relche bei den drei
Modellen resultieren, werden mit Dl-skretisierungsmetho-
den integriert. Für jedes Mode1l wird die numerj-sche

Methode ausführlich erklärt, und es werden einzelne Lö-
sungen beispielshalber vorgestellt. Schliesslich werden
die Listen der FORTRAN-Programme AVAL1 und AVAL2, mit
denen die Berechnungen durchgeführt werden, gegeben.



P.ESUME

Un modö1e continuum m6cani-que qui d6crit 1 I 6coule-
ment de cisaillement dr un granulat est pr6sent6. Le

modä1e provient de Jenkins et Savage (1983) qui lront
d6veJ-op6 sur la base de 1a m6canique statistique. Nous

1'appliquons iciä des 6coulements de cisaillement sta-
tionnaires horizontaux le long d'un plan inclinö. I,e

probläme de valeur limite peut ou ne peut pas avoir de

solution mathematique selon la forme de nature phy-
sique des conditions aux linites devant Ctre remplient
sur la,baserrespectivement Ia surface 1ibre. Le modöle

de ,Jenkins et Savage a donc 6t6 6tendu en lui ajoutant
au tenseur initial un tenseur de contrainte suppl6men-
taire d6pendant du gradient spatial du champ de Ia
densit6. Le modäle 6tendu est expos6.

Les 6quations diff6rentielles et toutes 1es condi-
tions aux limites sont pr6sentees. Les problärnes des

doubles valeurs limites sont traltes par variables
sans dirnensj-ons et sous forme standard pour f int€gra-
tion num6rique. Pour certains types de conditions aux

limites, 1es problänes des doubles valeurs limites sont
singullers soit ä la base, soit ä La surface libre.
Pour ces cas, nous pr6sentons les solutions locales
qui gouvernent 1e problEme, sans toutefois pr6senter
l-e cheminement suivit jusqu' ä Ia solution.

Les problömes des doubles valeurs limites, r6su1-
tant avec les 3 modäles, ont 6t6 int€gr6 avec des m6-

thodes ä discr6tisation. Pour chaque modäle, nous d.on-

nons une explication compläte de la m6thode num6rique

utilis6e et presentons certaines solutions ä titre dl
example. Finalement nous d.onnons fes listes complätes

des programmes FORTRAN, AVAL1 er- AVAL2 avec lequels les
cal-cu1s ont 6tö effectu6.
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A. Theoretical deductions

I. INTRODUCTION

Avalanches arise essentially in two limiting forms, (i) flow
avalanches and (ii) air-borne powder snow avafanches. Flow ava-
lanches (the only ones considered here) consist of an agglo-
merate of snow ball-s bouncing against each other and moving

relative to each other much like grains in rapid flows of gra-
nular materials. For a flow avalanche under motion, see Figunel,
for snow deposits Figu"'te 2, Scheiwilfer and Hutter (1982) have

used this 6inilarity to suggest an analogy beLween a chute flow
of cohesionless particles down an i-nclined plane and that of
flow avalanches down a mountain fl-ank. Hene we uÄe tlriÄ ana.Logq and

pnuznt a vwmenica.L LoXrLLon p}Loca.du.)Le 6oi pXn"nQ, steadq ehute ilLow,s od the

Jentzlu-Sa"vage modelL i.l983) and iLt extzuion.

Continuum models for the description of rapid fJ-ow of gra-
nular materials are numerous. (For recent articles see Satake
and Cowin, 1978; Jenkins and Satake, I983; Shahinpoor, 1983).
All models recognise the significance of the mj-cromechanical
processes (particle collisions). fn our vie\^r, the models which
are based on statistical mechanics are preferable to others and

have been developed to various degrees of complexity, see e.g.
Savage and Jeffrey (1981), Jenkins and Savage (1983) , Lun and

Savage (1984), Lun et aI. (1984). In the model of Jenkins and

Savage an assemblage of hard, tacky identical spherical balls
with negligible spin is considered. The model yields balance
laws for mass, momentum and collisional fluctuation energy in-
cluding deducti-on of constitutive relatj-ons for the stress ten-
sor, the flux of fluctuation energy and i-ts annihilation. Phy-
sica1ly, Jenkins and Savage's model is simple: only three pa-
rameters enter the field equations, namely the particle diame-
ter, the coefficient of restitution in binary collisions and

a coefficient characterizing the anisotropy of the particle
distribution function at collision whose value is known.
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Artificially released flow avalanche "Marianne" at Bernina, switzer-
land, B. April 1975, under motrion. Note the clouds of air-borne snow
in Lhs upper parts. For wet spring avalanches these cLouds are not
forned. The proportion of air-borne snow to flowing snow depends
largely on wetness.

.rrijffiie$
"5:;;:ttrii;l:i:ä illir;- ! i.*-4"-"4_ I

Figure 2a

Deposits of a dry snow (a) and a wet snow (b) flow avalanche.

(Photos, Swiss Federal fnstitute of Snow and Avalanche Research,
Weissfluhjoch, oavos) .
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Available experimental evidence, see Savage (L979), indi-
cates that for granular flow down a chute velocity profiles
deviate substantially from those of Newtonian fluids as they
may have a point of inflexion. Furthermore, the density of the
bulk material seems to be highest j-n a layer midway betvreen the
bottom and the free surface. Oualitatively such behavior is
also corroborated by computer simulations of chute flows of gra-
nular materials, in which each particle is treated as a ri-gid
sphere that may j.nteract in binary coll-islons with any other
particle under motion (Campbell and Brennen, 1982) .

First attempts to prove that the Jenkins-Savage model is
capable of producing the correct velocity and density dj-stri-
bution in typical boundary value problems are by Hutter and

Scheiwiller (1983) and Scheiwil-ler and Hutter (1983), a much

more careful analysis is by Hutter, Szid.arovszky and Yakowitz
(1986) and the numerical procedure is given by Szidarovszky,
Hutter and Yakowitz (1986). These studj-es uncovered subtleties
of the model equations, which ca11ed for an extensioni however,
the simplicity and transparency of the original formul-ation
was destroyed thereby.

In essence, the Jenkins-Savage model suffers from the inabi-
lity to j-mpose an aerodynamic drag at the free surface of a

shear f1ow. Moreover, it excludes a certaj-n type of basal bound-
ary cond.itions. To remedy these shortcomings Hutter, Szidarov-
szky and Yakowitz (1986) Lrave added a contribution to the stress
tensor which depends on the spatial gradient of the particle
distribution,

! = !"-XVv I V! = 1P- 1\r,

where v denotes the volume fraction of particles
gradienti X is a scalar factor that is treated as

but could depend on a number of scalar vari-ables

(1)

and Vv its
a constant

if so desired.

The form of tv bri-ngs with it that evolvj-ng field equations
require a boundary condition in excess of those of the Jenkins-
Savage mode1. This boundary condition is rather difficul-t to
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physically motivatei present. suggestion are a"d-hrcc. With the
addition of tv and the associated boundary condition the re-
strictions in the imposition of boundary condi-tions at the free
surface and at the base are removed, but the extended model is
more complicated as it contains at least two more constants
that must be assigned to match computational results with ob-
servational findings.

In this report we list the governing field equations and
boundary conditions for both modefs and apply them to the
ttzadtl plane ehu.te dX-ow. Such flows have been experimentally stu-
died and are thought to be close to the unhindered. motj-on of
aval-anches down a mountain fl-ank. Analytical solutions of the
complicated non-linear two point boundary value problem being
inaccessible, we propose numerical integration procedures. To

this end, the qoverning equati-ons are non-dimensionalized. In
doing so the physj-cally important scales become explicitly
apparent and the significance of the varj-ous different scales
can be studied by performing the integration for a wide range
of the non-dimensional numbers which govern the problem. The

non-dimensional two-point-boundary-value problems (TPBVP) can

be solved numerically.

For the Jenkins-Savage model this integration procedure
does not offer any essential difficulties, so that the Runge-

Kutta method can be combined with shooting. The extended model,

because of its instability and singularity, has however, offe-
red difficulties, making special optimization procedures ne-
cessary to find numerically reliable solutions.

We describe the numerical procedure for both modets, includ-
ing an approximate solution procedure for the extended mode1,

explain the programs and subroutines, sufficient for those who

wish to use them and illustrate the feasability of the models

by describing velocity and density profj-Ies as deduced from
numerical computatj-ons.
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2. THE JENKI NS-SAVAGE MODEL

The governing field equations of this model comprise of the
balance laws of mass, momentum and energy and furnish differen-
tial equations for the particle distri-bution function v (repre-
senting the volume fraction of granules contained in unit vo-
Iume), the mean particle velocity v and the fluctuation trans-
l-ational energy 0 of the particles (sometimes also ca11ed grra-
nular temperature) whi-ch is formed as the mean of the square
of the fluctuation velocity. The equations are:

mass ,balance

momentum balance

vi.i = o

"rl,l y*r' (2)

= - 9i,i + tij vi,j +Y,

fi specific body force = g for
gravity, lgl = e.er' -

0 fluctuation enerqy.

oi enerov f1ux.

J energy productjon,

( )' material time derivative.

p+p

ov.

balance of 3 ^;
fluctuation energy 2 vu

in which
p=öv density,

ff density of the granules,

V particle distribution
function,

vi velocity vector,

tli granular stress tensor,

Consti-tutive
duction 1 are

tij

in which

is a "heat" -conduc-d.LviLq and

rel-ations for the fluxes qi-, tij and the pro-

- + "(0, v) /F 6ij

- t+a! 12 + a./i1('r,r. dij + 2v1i,1y)

- r(0,v) 0,t

- e+ r(0,v)(I20- (3 /T+4a) o,6-vi,i),
2az

. 26 o (t+e)<(0,v) = 
= 

-' Os(v) /ö-/='

(3)

(4)
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,,2 / ?-,,\
oo(v) = *# = v2 so(v); (s)

9o(v) is the so cal1ed itotzopic dtaLLtLLcoJ. connelo,LLon [unc,LLon.
The above relations contain only three phenomenological para-
meters, namely

o diameter of the spherical particles,
e coefficient of restitution, e : l,
d a statistical parameter, whose

value is very close to unity.

Eguations (2)-(5) define the complete field equations in three
dimensional space. For the derivation of these equations see

Jenkins and Savage (1983) or Scheiwiller and Hutter (1982).

Consid.er steady plane shear flow down a flat plate vrith
angle of inclj-nation c*, see Figtttz 3, Let (xry) be Cartesian
coordinates 1n the direction of flow and perpendicular to it
and let s(y) and 0(y) be streamwise velocity and fluctuation
energy per unit mass, respectively, which in this steady gra-
vity flow are merely functions of the coordinate y. For this
situation, the above equations reduce to

)
f (2+o) (k<)'+ Pgsin0* = O,

/i . r,.
+(K/0')'_pg."=o,* = 0,

(ro')'- 6(1:e) 
"o* {(2+o,) rck2 = o,o25

in which (.)' = d(.)/ dz and k= u'/2 is the shear rate.

Boundary conditions, to which equations (6) are subject,
include a viscous sliding Iaw at the bottom. One possible propo-
sition is

u = f(t2) t, g = g(u2) ur ar z=L*t (7)

with t = f(z+o) rt< and f and g depending on surface roughness.

With regular and positive f and g relations (7) imply that u

and 0 vanish simultaneously. For shear flows down inclined chu-

tes thj-s seems to be physically reasonable because for no-slip
fluctuation velocities are likely to vanish. Combininq the

(6)
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second of equati.ons (7) with (4) inilicates, however, that the
pressure is proportional to 0. The no-slip limit of relations
(7) is then tantanount to requesting a vanishing pressure,
which is unphysi-cal. This should make clear that with the Jen-
kins-Savage model irnposition of boundary conditions is non-tri-
vial and apt of mathematical difficulties.

free
surfoce

Figure 3

Definitlon oi steady flow geometry:
cravity driven flow of a layer with
thickness L* and inclination angle
cl*. Typical velocity profiJ,e u(y)
and density alistribution v(y) as
surmised by the literature.

Hutter, Szidarovszky and Yakowitz (1986) have therefore

suggested to impose the alternative boundary conditions

u = f(r2) t, qg * r +9 = 0, at z=L*. (B)'oy

The fj-rst is the same as (7)1, the second relates the energy

at the base to its flux with a phenomenological coefficj-ent c

that could also depend on 0 and other varlables. Physically,

the second of relalions (8) means that the energy that is ra-

diated into the bottom is proportional to the leve1 of the ener-
gy itself. We shal1 treat it as a constant.

For the functlons f and g

to the power laws 
n_l

f(x2) = c(*2)2,

in (7) we shall restrict ourselves

n-l^^)q(xz') = c(Yz1 ' (9)

with sl-iding coefficients C and c and power law coefficients n

and m. The li-mit C + 0 corresponds to the no-s1ip conditions.

At the {nee aundaee we may request as boundary condition no

flux of momentum and fluctuation energy perpendicular to the
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surface, implying

kr = 0, </d = 0, rcgr = 0r ar z=e. (10)

The fj.rst of these is the expression of zero shear traction;
thus air resistance at the upper surface is iqnored as it must,
for otherbrise no solution to the qoverning equations witl
exist (see Hutter, Szidarovszky and Yakowitz, 1986).

The second of (10) expresses that the surface pressure va-
nishes, the third that no energy is radiated into the outer
space. This may be a limitation as loss of energy ought to be

related to the saltation leve1 of the particles.

Let us non-d,Lme,ruionallLzQ, tLIe above equations. To this end,
let 0*, U*, V* be reference values for 0, u, v and L* a typi-
ca1 length (the thickness of the layer) and let

0 = 0*0-', u = U*ü, v = v*;, at z=L*z (1I)

so that overbarred quantities are dimensionless. We shall fur-
ther choose

tr*2 T *

ff = ,r-.,1!I-o )2 , (L2)

whose range of values is typically from l0-r to 104. Introduc-
ing, then, the new variables

x=-6ou',6, y=00d, z---Ooßa', ,,,=# (13)

the non-linear TPBVP assumes a standard form as fofflrr,

r ne d|( {eney1@ _grtyS$o_y_

9I = o(sino*) i,
d.z

# = 
"(cosa*) 

i'

dz I I Y3/2
dz e2 L öoV2

dü -x
A; = G'"F,

w2 1
n"l" 

ft6z 
"rrz 

J '

.V2+Qö

0lz<l (r4)

* = 
"(coso*) 

rfe I-Y üo vyz,
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in which the overbar in the independent variable z has been
(and will henceforth be) omitted. The six unknown functions
are X, Y, W, Z, ü and U. w is a dummy variable and is related
to Y by the relation

l{-Y = 0 (1s)

Thus W could be elimi-nated; for reasons that will become appa-

rent later we wi11, however, maintain (14) ancl (15) in this
seemingly cornplicated form.

In equations (14) , A, B, C and e2 are dimensionless coeffi-
cients involving typical physical parameters and the scales
0*, U*, v*, Ln, and are defined by

- 5 /n- g(t+e) Y* 1*3
, (r.t) (l-") n*2 a, '
o(l-e) Y* 1*3
2(1+e) tJ*z 0z
)-^c= -l:* =0.I,

JU

. I ,c,2
f- : l-l" 6 (1-e) \L*/ '

and the function ü6 is given by

r 0o (x) I 1 x(2_x) (I_x) Irre(v)=cgo*"-l =F (4-x) i (17)

dx l>1=y* $ lx=V* v

Case 1

Case 2

(r6)

(18)

(1e)

The two proposed sets of bounda.ttq c.ond.il,Lctn^ are

X=Y = =0, at z=O
10;T

ü-CXn = 0r

"_nQo_m+r 
_

X=Y= =0, at z=O6;r
ü- cxn = or

SgZ+ cY = 0'

with the dj-mensionless sliding coefficients

t_,
> dL

0, l

I!at
l

j
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_ /ic_ 
^_ 

CD*tc= 20o(I+e)' u - U* '

in which

^ 
*_1

D = --:- U*- -
6ez

D*2
4 (1+e)2 $2 12+a12 1u* o 'r4\ L* / .

these must differ fromIn order that sliding
zero.

Figure 4

Fluidized layer of snow loaded by
a mass of rigid snow under motion,

In the numerical analysis which follows we shall also study
a (1.Luid,Lzed Laqett wh,Lclt ca.wLQÄ a dza.d weigh.t, see Figu'Lz 4. rn this
case rs = öv(1) sino* L*H,

(2r)

"; 
= 0v(l) coso* L*fr

are the shear stress and pressure at the interface exerted by

the dead weight which corresponds to a layer havinqt thj.ckness
E r,* and density equaf to that of the fluidized layer at the
interface. In dimensj-onless form relations (21) become

25 r (1-e)

is significant

(20)

(22)

(23)

As boundary conditi-on for the fluctuation energy vte assume

that the flux of energy radiating into the riqid layer is pro-
portional Lo the enerqy 1evel. This yields

X = X1 = Asino,*v- fr ,

Y = Yf = Bcoso*ü tt-

d0-K.-=E0,
c7z
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or in dimensionless form

062+3Y = 0,
with

- /11
H=-- 2 p (1+e)

tii =tli+tfi
where tli is given in (3) and

-v
"ij ^ t,i t,i

E

o

(24)

(25)

(21 )

(28)

(2e)

Thus, the boundary conditions (18)r and (19)1 are replaced in
this case by

X = Asino*iH :

Y = Bcoso*üH fat z=o, (26)

0gZ+ 3V = 0'

while those aL z=1, (18)2 anil (19)2 remain valid.

3. THE EXTENDED JENKINS-SAVAGE MODEL

To have the possibility to account for an aerodynamic drag
the Jenkins-Savage model must be extended. The clifficulties
1ie in the special form of the stress tensor; rectification is
expected to emergfe from its alteration. t{e have argued else-
where (Ilutter, Szidarovszky and Yakowitz, 1986) that parti-c1e
concentration gradients might have to explicitly enter the con-
stitutive relationship of stress. Thus we write

with a positive, possibly sma11 constant.

With the new stress tensor (28) the differential equations,
governing plane chute flow and replacing (6) become

$ [f rz."r

d rlT ,--
-t-KvuclzLO

d r d0'r
1l e 

-l 

-dz L'- dz I

"kJ = -öqsino*v,

.,dv.21 ^-I(ä)- j = ijgcos0*v,

t#t ro + f (2+o) <k2 = on
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where r is defined in (6). The underlined term is in excess of
equations (6).

Using again the scalings (11) , (l-2) and introducing the
variable changes (13) yields

Xt = Asino* i,

(Y - 
^ 

(S') ')' = 
" 

cos c!* ü1

t rv3/2 y2 1nt 
=- -alj- -^--j:-l=-7LF-"r 

.1 ' (30)

ü'=-
(Qs v1 vz '

_ Yr It2 Zv,= vo y *Qo ,lo 

"itl 
,

j-n which ( )' = d/dz and the new coefficient 
^ 

is given by

'I 
-6 ,,*2

lt' ^ zff1r+e1 g*2 o2 ' w' ( 31)

Furthermore, we novr introduce the auxiliary variable

w=Y-A(i')2 (32)

Equations (30) coulil be transformed straightforwardly j-nto

a system of six first order ordinary differential equations in
six unknowns. In the regular case thj-s would requj-re six bound.-

ary conditions, which j-s one more than previously established.
The reason for the need of the additional boundary condition
is the introduction of !v which leads to the occurence of the
second spatial derivative of the particle distribution func-
tion. This situation is unfortunate, because the formulation
of a boundary condition involving v or its gradient v t , either
at the free surface or the base, is not clearly understood.
Nevertheless, Hutter, Szidarovszky & Yakovritz (1986) have sug-
gested such a boundary condition which we shal1 present below.
We shall again differentiate between several possibilities.

ät the free surface we request that there is no flux of fluc-
tuation energy into the atmosphere and that the pressure vani-
shes while the shear traction equals the shear stress due to
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wind drag, explicitly

patn = 0,
1r = -f (2+o1 Ku' = rar-r, (33)

t<0r = 0.

Corrunon draq formulas are

rair = ffö9vu2,
or

In dimensionless

.air = ö C0 .2,

coordinates (27)

x+ R u ü2 = o,

W=0,
Z=0,

x+ kü2 = 0,

W=0r
Z=0t

t z=O,

I

I"

i.
)

(Case a),

(Case b).

and (28) lead to

(34)

t z=0, (Case a), ( 35a)

(case b) (3sb)

L* U*

o/sT'
l* u*-----:-.
o /0*

(36)

For this extended model we need to satisfy one addj-tional

boundary condition, either at the free surface or at the base'

In the latter case we propose proportionality between the

part.icle density gradient and the gradient of the fluctuation

energyi explicitly
dv,d0
A" = - d ä, ar z=L, (37)

rnith a positive phenomenological constant d. fn the dimension-
less variables (11)-(13), equation (37) reads

^ 5/ilv*do0(=-
2 (2+q) (1+e)

5/i.cn[r= "
2 (2+o) (l+e)

dü-.2

-' 

at z=r,dz 
Vo."

d0*d= v* "

with

( 38a)

( 38b)
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Co*pt.*.nting (38a) hri-th the sliding conditions (see equations
(18) and (19)) we may distinsuish the cases

ü - cxn = o,

Y -Jo0oün+l =

di-.2
r'Qoy

ü - cx" - o,

062+cY= 0,

dü_.2
dz - /l-;7yVO,

l0, 
f"a z=L (case r)

= o. J

= 0,

z=L (Case 2) (39b)

( 39a)

and

with

(40)

( 41)

( 42\

I

I

Ii".
i

I

I

A reasonable additional boundary condition to be formulated
at the free surface would be to request that (v*.x-v) is pro-
portional to the value of the fluctuati-on energy: in other
words, the larger the fluctuation energy at the free surface
the smaller the particle concentration:

V*a*-V = d0,

which, in dimensionless form reads

Y - d1(r-i) 0o = 0,

.^*
dt = sb'

v

When (40) applies we thus have the boundary conditions:

At. the (ttee tun[a.ce

X+l}ci:u2=0,
W = 0r

Z = 0r

Y-dlr(I-i) Qo = 0,

x+ lkü2 = 0,

Iti = 0r

Z = O,

Y - dll (1-I) 0o = 0,

at z=O (Case B)

i

I
Ilat
I
I

I

z=O (Case A) (43a)

(43b)
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and at the bo.te

ü-cxn = o,

"-töoün+l = 0,

ü-cxn = o,

0gZ+cY = 0r

1

l ". z=r (case 3)

I
i ut z=I (Case 4)
I

(44a)

(44b)

The above equations comprise a number of TPBVPTs the numeri-
cal solutions of which will be discussed in Part B. Here we

only mention that the system of ordinary differential equati-ons
(30) is preferabiy transformed by introducing the auxiliary va-
riabl"e

With this variable
be replaced by

4. A "SIMPLIFIED* TXTENDED MODEL

It is a disadvantage that introduction of tv calls for an

additional boundary condition. There may be a way out of this
difficulty but it is ad hoc and approximate, and it is not cer-
tain whether results ard reasonable.

The idea is to maintain the term involving A in the second
of equations (30). but to omit it when Yr is eliminated from
the last of equations (30). Thus (30)2,5 yj-eld approxirnately

"= * (4s)dz

the second and last of equations (30) nay

l\r' = 7iV(y, - Bcosc* i),

tr: YV -^1;2,,, z (46)

'üo'ovoyv2'

ir = Bcosc* tlo * . tä' Vo #n .

If the new variable

w = Y-^(i,)2

is introduced equations (30) may be replaced by

(47 )

(48)
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= A sino,* i r

= B coso* i,

_ I 7y3/2 ^ x2 I- - ., tW -' ,o;lpzt
[r x

(oo v;tt '

i, = Bcoso,* rlo *. tä, vo#n ,

where Y is not regarded as an unknown field, but determi.ned

implicity by the equation

- w - Y : - n ["coscr* {.16 * . *3t r, iZ]' .

(4el

(s0)

Tt so happens that this new system (49) permits integration
subject to the three boundary conditions (35) at the top and

(only) trro conditions (39) at the base. I'ie may drop the last
of equations (39), which was introduced because of the addition
of the stress tv.

Boundary conditions rohich

dnee tutdaee
x+ lk i üz = 0r

W = 0,
z

tlo;-r-
or

X+[kfrz=9,
W = 0,

\16-r
and ad the bate

ü-cxn = 0,

"-n0o 
üm+l = 0,

ü-oxn = o,

Q6 Z + c Y = 0,

completes the formulation

be met by (49) are: At the

at z= o (case a) (5fa)

1.. z=o (case b) (srb)

I

z=I (case I) (52a)

z= Q (case 2) (52b)

the TPBW for the sinplifiedThis

must

I

i

at

at

I

I
of
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3) ).=o+A=o
Dimensionless form Remrks

Fnee awz{ace o4 inteJl\ace

a) Shear stress is prescribed

9* 9s = ".50y
Exanpl€: rg = Pcu2

b) Pressure is prescribed

4"/{="
Exmple: P1 = Pabn

c) flux of fluctuation energl'
j-s prescri-bed

d€-K+=Ordw

Exanple: e1 = lg

r)

x = xf (;,v,6)
Example: x+Pü2=9

2)
v = vtti,v,ät

Exal4)le: Y-Yatn = 0

z = ztti,^,t,Bl
ExanDle: ö^z+3Y = 0

I'then pf = O one must
also have Tf = 0 other-
wi.se tbe BVP admits no
solution or: Yf = 0 +

xt=o'
For a fluidized layer
beneath a rigid weight
we have
Xf=Asino*i.E
Yf = B cosg* V.fr (Iv)

Usually qf=O or Zf=O,
but
e1=€0,orÖ62+!v=0 (Y;

accomts for some ener-

3)

ßa.saL awt{aee

a) Two equatj-ons, explesslng
a sliding law and relating
u,0,T and ! are prescribed,
e.9.

u = ug(T,9)
u = ;;i";,; (1)

ExaEple: trDwer laws

us = (1611(n+1)/2

0B = c(u2)(s*r)/2 
(1r)

where C and c are rough-
ness coefficients

b) Alternative, equally plau-
sible boundary conditions
are

u = ug (r,0)
ra ( rrr )

-K E = sB(u)

Exaple: 99(0) = sg

UB (x, Y)

YB (ü, ü)

Exaple: power law

u-CXZ=(.)

" - ooo;n+r =g

Alterrative bomd-
arlr conditions

u-CXz=O

Sgz+cv=o

I gy radiation into the

I air, or an upper rveight.

l) The law (I) includes a Cou-
lonbe type friction.

2) h (rr) C my also be a
constant.

3) When 0g = 0, [for C=0. or
c=0, correslrcnating to C=O
or D = ol the Bw admits no
solution.

4) Physically (II)2 sais that
the fluctuation energ'y at
the base is proportional to
a pwer of the bäsal kine-
tic energiy,

5) As second condition in
(III) we request that the
flu of fluctution energy
radiated into the gromd
is proportional, to the
energy level.

Y=

b) llo*lto
The above conditions must be coEpl@ented
by one aalialitional conditj-on on density

dv -d0
-+d-=Udy d.y

at free surface
or at base

vnax-v = d0

dv-.2.-+di:=0
cry /öoy

w
v=I-dlr-(VI)'Qo

l) At the fxee surface the
particle concentration
is now non-zero"

2) only one condition applies
ät only one boudary, ei-
tber at the free surface
or at the beal.

Table 1 Boundary conditions.
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a 'rRichardson" number

Aspect ratio of particle dimeter
and layer thickness

Inclinat.ion angle of the chute

coeffici,ent of restitution

A coefficient characteristic of the
extended Jenkins-Savage model

Drag coefficient for air resistance

Coeff.icient characterizing the radiatiorr
of fluctuation enerqy into the atfBosPhere

Coefficient relating density gradients to gradi-
ents in fluctuation energy (see also dl below)

coefficient relating free surface
density to fluctuation energlt

eoefficient relating the levels of basal
energy and sliding velocity

Coefficient ch&acterizing the radiation of
fluctuation enerqiy into the ground

sane as dl above, but only one
of the two applies

Boundanq eondLtiows

(at the free surface)

s /F c/TrZ
6 (r+e) A2

^ lr t,
- 2P (l+e) o

d8*dl= 

-
dlr = el

(at the basal surface)

I g(f*e) 6 ln^ )n-1 )n Draq coefficient. describing a
c= t__*I(u-..-/a-.,* 

Ls((I-e))V2J -'* power law sliding

o = l-f ca2'

/;ct = 2Od*") o

d0*

Table 2 Dimensionless quantitites arising in the mathenatical
nodeI.

extended model. Numerical results will have to demonstrate

whether it produces reasonable results. Again, depending on

boundary conditions four cases can be distinguished.

ft turns out that solutj-ons of the rPBVP yield results
which substantially differ from those determined with the exact
model equations. This case will therefore no longer be pursued.
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A sunmary of all the boundary conditions is given in Tablel,
and the dimensionless coeffj.cients arising in the fj_e1d equa-
tions and boundary conditions are collected. in TabX.e Z.

5. REMARKS ON QUALITATIVE PECULIARITIES

The different granular shear model_s are closely related and
require two separate computational procedures. Comparison of
the Jenkins-Savage nodel (^ = 0) and ttre sinplifiöd extended mo-
del indicates that the tvo models .may be combined in one single
program. This is so, because the differential eguations (14)
and (49), respective.ly, are. identical, while the algebraic
eguations (15) and (50) are analogous and the boundary condi-
tions (l-B), (19) and (51) , (521 are the same or very similar.
In fact, the TPBvP-eguations of the Jenkins-Savage mod-el emerge
from the simplified extended model by simply sötting A = 0 and
[< (or fr.) =0. In the next section we shal]- therefore treat the
two models sj-multaneously.

Even though the two models are very si_milar they enjoy cer-
tain differences that reguire separate numerj-cal_ handlingf. For
instance, the TPBVP for th.e Jenkins-Savage model with free sur-
face is singular at the upper surface requiring construction
of an asymptotic solution for smal1 z. This solution j-s (see
Hutter, Szidarovszky and yakowlLz, L986)

(s3)

where k1, kZ, k31 k4 dr€ given in terms of known coefficieats
and the cons.tant k5 as follows:

X - kt z2 1I*o1"11,
y - kz z2 (L+o (r)) , I
z - ks z3 (r+o(z)), | .= = 

* o

ü - üo + k4 z1I+O{z) ), 
I

ü -ks z(1+O(z)), )

I
2

I
2

k1

k2

A sino* k5r

B coso* k5r
(s4)

cont. +
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t. - t^4 r-., c*-1) (Btoso*)3/2 
nVz,Ä3 - \L p "o.- s^-L) 

7E!17 ^s ,

k, = -A.u.r'*(Bcotdn)v2 k-v2g---:-J\5- E /T,tx

This local solution need not be determined for the two-layer
model and the simplified extended model, because solutions for
z=0 are regular.

A similar loca1 analysis of the boundary value problems
close to the base also shows that no sotution to the boundary
value problem exists when in (52) either tD = 0, or D = 0, or
c = @. Prgofs of these statements are also given by Hutter,
Szidarovszky and Yakowitz (1986).

The extended. JenbLnt-Sava.ge mode.(, differs mathematically from
the prevj-ous two models insofar as it is described by a dif-
ferent set of differential equations and different basal bound-
ary condition.

Again it can be proven (see Hutter, Szidarovszky and Yako-
witz, 1986) that the boundary conditions at the free surface
lead to regular local solutions independent of rnrhether there
is a vanishing or non-vanishinq surface drag. Hovrever, basal
boundary conditions may prevent existence of solutions unless
certain boundary conditions are omitted.

Regular behavior of the solution near the boundaries needs
no further explanation. The singul-ar behavior has been anatysed
in detail by Hutter, Szidarovszky and Yakowj-tz (1986). Vthen

C=0 and Dl0, finitet or @fa and C=0 Frobenius expan-
sions near z=l yield

X - XO + kt y -r ... r

v - [z y2/3 * ,..,
, - 2o +i3 y2/3 + ... ,

u-kaY"/"*...,

v -vo+k5Y*/'*...r

as Y+0 (5s)

cont. +
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i4=

.o -

where y= I - z an6 io, üo

nativefy, when tl I 0, D =
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- A sino* ig,

1,6 .:r
o rrI\q ,

3cio
) -2 ^V2 

CVz 'Y0

3io
----=--t
2\/oo k2

2 i23/2
---.-.--]]-r

3 O{,

and i5 are free constants, Alter-
0or0l0finite,6=-

ir
i2

X-XO+k1y+"."t

-- a )/1
^''2J|...t

z - 2o+i5y2/3 + ...,
u - uO * k4 Yt/t * .,. t

.^ a/av-v0+K5Y,'+...,

u0 - u ^o ,

[t = - A sino* ig,

:16:2K"=..-1\k.,
J

3CX^

(s6)

where aqain y =

k,=

I-z and are free constants.
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B, Numerical procedure

6. THE Tl.lO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM

fn this section vre collect the field equations and boundary
conditions in a form which is suitable for the numerical pro-
cedure we adopt.

The field equations (30) and (46) are

X' = A. sin o*. ü,

' Yr = # - au'#'
z'=-J,# -.'a*d,
-, - xu -- öl/2Yv2''0

ir = V,

u' = 7+rr(yr -B.coso*.ü).

s,/i l-e rR

b l+e lAz

3A= .'..:,
5r'n'

( s7)

( s8)

(5e)

(50)

( 61)

(62)

Here the primes denote d/dzi z = 0 corresponds to the free sur-

face or an upper interface and z = I to the basal sliding plane'

The functions x' Y' z, ü, t, v of z€[0rli are the unknowns.

The coeffj-cients of the equations depend on the input parame-

ters
oA = i; = asPect ratio

e = coefficient of restitution
oc* = inclination angle

r-e - ,-Y:12 = coefficient characterizing thelI = 
^ ;6 ( r; ) 'u* o. extended Js-moder,

the normalizing constants U* and v* of ü and ü which are un-

knowns and on L*. In terms of these we have

(63)

(64)

cont. +
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ü6 = rfs (v* v)

(6s)

(66)

with

and

gv*L*
K--_;-

TJ* Z

r +2 I )-+\
t " '- "l , ir o < t < 0.7s,

ö^(t) =J 2(1-t)r
I

( o.ooo6B3oz.e"l3'87't, if t > 0.7s,

(67 )

(68)

ü6 (t1 = (69].

#rtffi+0.036), ir t > 0.75.

we choose g=9.B1os-1 and L*=1m. Physicat reasons imply that
both functions, Q0 and {rg, are meaningful only for t€(0,0.75).
The above extensions are defined onfy for the sake of conven-
ience, since it is impossible to guarantee that durinq the
optimization process of shooting the values of v* I(z) always
remain inside this interval*J.

The above equations are solved by assigning values to 4., e,
o,*, A and selecting estirnates for L*, U* and v*, which through
equation (67) will then fix the value of lR. V'iithout loss of
generality we will choose L* = lm but also want U* and v* to be

the maxima of the functions u(z) and v(z) within the 1ayer.
Thj-s procedure is finalized by the normal-izinq conditions

*) ReTaxions (68)1 and (69)1 inpTg QO(l)= *, üg(1)= 0; both wouLd Lead
to singul,aritjes in the equations. The substitutes (68)Z and (69)2have
beet found after some ttiaL and error attempts with other aTternaXives.
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max (ützl) = r
o!z€r

max (!121) = 1.
^< -< 1

( 70)

( 71)and

Several alterDatives for the boundary conditions are con-
sidered (compare Table 1 for their physical interpretation).

For z=0 (upper surface) five alternatives are investigated:

I1: X+[<-n2 = 6, 12: x+frü2ü = 0,

y-Av2 = 0, (72) y-Ay2 = 6, (?3)

Z=0, Z=0,

rvhere lk and G are given constants

13: X-H-.a.sino*.ü = 0,

y-fr.B.coso*.ü = 0, (.14)

z+?.1=0.
Q6

where fr and 3 are given;

I4:. x+k [2 = 9, 15: X +€ ü2 ü = 0,

Y-AV2=0, y-Av2=0,
( 7s) (76)

z = 0t Z = 0,

Y -d11.(I-ü).00 = 0, y-dtr.(r-i).00 = 0,

where [<, fr ana dl1 are given constants.

Eor z= 1 (basa1 plane) four alternatives are investiqated:

B-L: ü-rDXn=or l;2: ü-cxn=0.
(78)

"-ooDü*+r=0, 

(77\ 
0oZ+cY=or

where C, D, c, n and m are prescribed constants;
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83: ü-c xn = 0, 84: ü - cxn = O,

"-gODün+l=0, 
(79) 0OZ+cy=0,

v-dr+=0, v-dl -!-=0,voo Y roo Y

Observe that equation (62) can be re\^rritten as

2AVV'= Yr-Bcoso*$,

and upon using equation (57)

2AYyr = Yr - f. "oto* 
. x'.

Integrating both sides with respecL Lo z the relation

Av2 = v-{- "oto*. x +co

is dedrrced, where Cg is a constant.

(80)

where C, D, c and d are given constants. The dimensionless
coefficients arising in the above equations are collected in
Table 2 in terms of the physical constants of the original
formulation.

Physical considerations indj_cate that in most cases the
function i has a local naximum inside the solution interval
[0,11; consequently there is a point C€(0,1) such that V(6)=
v'(q) = 0. Thus, equation (62) becomes singular. In the next
section a method for avoiding this singularity will be intro-
duced, and the shooting procedure will be discussed for A = 0

and A I 0 in separate sectj-ons.

7. REGULARIZATION

( 81)

(82 )

(83)

Consider first the case, when A = 0. Then

R
Yt=äcoto*Xt.

( 82) shovrs that

( 84)

Combining thj-s relation with equations (57), (58) vre obtain the
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identity

( Bs)

Thus, the differential eguation (62) can be replaced by the
algebraic relation (85).

When Al0 the effect of the boundary condi-tion 13 will not
be studied, and therefore at z=0, Y=4V2. Then equation (83)
impli.es that for aLL z,

v= $tv' * ouo' #) = 9," coso* ü . +!' +)-

I"B\vz = y- 
f,. coto*.(X-x(0)).

Consequentf.y,
v = t {*("- +.cot0*. (x-x (o)))}ll2

(86)

(8?)

Thus an algebraic equatj.on is obtained, which can be used to
replace the singular differential equation (62). The sign of
the right hand side in (87) can be determined by physical con-
siderations. It is determined in the following way:

a) If V(0) 5 0, then V(z) is likely to be negative for aLL zi
this will be assumed.

b) ff V(0) > 0, and there exists a point ee(0,1) such that
V(6) = 0, then let (6 be the small-est of such points, and define

for zlLO

for z>eO.
(Bs)

If such a point e does not exist, then V(z) > 0 for all- z. The
-iphysical-basis for theser conditions is as follows: Condition a)

expresses the fact that the particle concentration profi-Ie has

its maximum in z€[0,1] at the upper surface, .if only ür(0) < O.

Condition b) ,s.Lates that the density profile can only have a

single relative maximum in ze[0rt]. These assumptions have
been seen to be generally in agreement with the model.

Observe that for A = 0 the dign of V(z) is uniquely deter-
mined, and the above procedure must be used only when 

^ 
I 0 .

Furthermore, when A = 0 the Runge-Kutta type methods (Szid.ar-

(zo
v(z) .{

(. o
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ov5.zky' and YakolriLz, L978) for solving the initial value pro-
blern of the differential equations (57)-(51) combined with the
algebraic equation (87), can not be used, since the sign of V

is definecl only at the nodes. In our actual computations the
foqrth ordgr Rulrge-Kutt4 method was used for A = 0, and the
fourth order Adams-Ba.shfor:th formula (Yakowitz and Szi-darov-
szky, 1986) was.employed for .l\10.,

8. SOLUTI 0N FOR A = 0

For A= 0 the boundary conditions T1-B1, 11-82, 12-81, 12-82,
f3-B1, 13-.82 are considered. The cases of conditions 11, 12 and

I3 should, however, separately be discussed.

gStg_lt ff either fl or 12 is considered at z = 0, then no

solution exists for [< (or R) I O (for details see Hutter et af.,
f986). If [< {or fr) =0, then the differential equations are
singular aL z= 0, .and the use of the Frobenj-us r.egularization
method gives the sol-ution

x - kr. 22(L + o(z) ) ,

Y - kz z2(l+o(z)),

z - kt 23(L+ o(z)),

ü - üo +k4 z(I+o(z)),

ü - ks z(L+otzt),

v -, k5(t+0rz) ),

in the neighbourhood of the origin. The coefficients can be
computed as

A sino* k5,

B cos o,* k5 r

1
2

1
2

k1

k2

(89)

( 90)
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Thus the free parameters of a shooting scheme are as follows:

k5 and ü6

U* and v*
for the boundary conditions at z = 0 t
for the normalizingr conditions (70) and (71).

Physics te1ls us that the function ü has its maxj-mum at z = 0.
Consequently, the normalizing condition (70) implies that üg=1.
Thus the shooting parameters are k5, U*, v*. For the sake of
unified notation we define tine ahooting ve,c.ttn 6 as

1= (k5, U*, v*)" (er)

used at z = 0, thenCo-te 2:. If the boundary condition f3 is
the free Variables are

ü(0), i(0) for the boundary condition at z= 0r

U*, v* for the normalj-zing conditions.

Again. the maximum velocity must occur at the upper surface,
so ü1g1 = 1. Therefore the free parameters can be collected in
the shooting vector

I = (itOl, U*, v*) . 02)

With the components of the.vector j, the initial values of the
soluLion components can be obtained in the following way:

x(0) = fr'a.sina*. ü(0)

Yt0) = F.B..o=o*. $(0)
(93 )

z(0) = - s'

u(0) = 1,

Y(0)

0o (v* ü (o) )

and the correspondi-ng value of V(0) can be determined by'using
relation (85).

In Case 1, for an arbitrary vector Ä the solution of the
differential equations in the neighbourhood of z = 0 can be ob-
tained by using relations (89) and (90). For larger values of
z integration can be continued by using the fourth order Runge-
Kutta method or any alternative procedure. In Case 2, for an
arbitrary vector 6, the initial values of the solutions are
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prescribed, and starting from these the initial value problern
can be solved by using well known techniques, such as the Runge-
Kutta or the Adams methods. In both cases the vector a should
be determined in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at
z = 1 and the normalj-zing conditions (70) ancl (71) .

For an arbitrary vector { define

E1 (A) = ü(r)-o.x(r)',
( y(1)_00(v* itrt)D ü(1)'*1

E'(a) = I or
t 0o(u* i(1))z(1)+c Y(1),

( e4)

(es)

(e8)

(ee)

of the TPSVP and the

(100)

depending on the selecti-on of the second boundary condition at
z=1. The functions E1 and E2 give the actual errors in satis-
fying the boundary condi.tions al z= 1. In the actual computa-
tion we have observed that the use of nel.ative errors gives bet-
ter results in shooting, therefore the relative errors

RI(r) = E1(!)'/nax Ilutuli la x(l)Dl] ' (e6)

R^ (,r) = 1 
nzQ)/nax lt"ru Ir loo(v* ü(1))D ü(1)'+11] (s7)'\z\a' I "rtf ,7'""[l0e(v* i(1))z(1) l; l@y(1) l]

are introduced and should be used in the optimization algorithm
of shooting.

The errors of satisfying the normalizing conditions are de-
fined as

NI (g) = ma:! (ützl)-r,
'o!z3t

N2(a) = max (ützl)-1.
0SzSl

If the vector 6 corresponds to the solution
normalizing conditions, then

Rl(1) = R2(Ä) = Nr(1) = N2(41 = s.

This observation suggests the definition of the objective func-
tion

g(!) = q Rr(l)2+ w, nr(a)z *!-w\-wz (r.i, {a )2* N2 (A)2) , (ro})
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where vrl, vr2 > 0 are given weights such that w1 +w2 < I. The vec-
tor Ä solves the TPBVP if and only if g({) =0. If at least one
of the boundary conditions at z= l_ or the normall-zing condi-
tions are not satisfied, then S(l) >0. Thus the minimum of the
objective function g equals zero, and any optimal solution Ä

solveg the problem.

Before outlini-ng the optimization procedure some remarks
are in order. First, observe that the numerical solution of the
initial value problem can be performed only if

Y(z) > 0, ü(z) > 0, (z > 0) (102)

but there j-s no guarantee that during the iteration process of
optimization only those values of the vector Ä will be used,
for which these conditi-ons are satisfied. In order to avoid
overflow and execution errorsr the solution of the initial va-
1ue problem is interrupted just after any of these conditions
fails, and the objective function g is defined as

g = (A-y(z)).1030 or 9 = (A-ütz1).1030, (103)

where 
^ 

is a user-specified small positive number (in our cases
it was defined as 10-30). Furthermore, since m and n are real
variables, both X(I) and ü(1) must be nonnegative. If one of
these conditions fails, then g is defined as

- x(1) .1020 or - ü(1) .to2o, (104)

and the error terms R1, R2, Nl, N2 are not cornputed. Since the
penalty terms (103), (104) are relatively large compared to the
error terms R1, R2, Nt, N2, the minimization process of g for-
ces the value of the vector ä to move into the feasible region.

For A = 0 a quasi-Newton method was applied to minimize the
function g. The ZXMIN routine of the IMSL program library was

used. This routi-ne computes local optima of real valued func-
ti.ons, and no constraints for the unknowns can be specified.
For the sake of numerical convenience we needed to specify ini-
tial intervals for all components of a. If [6i*;6i] is such a
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given interval for a component Äi of { r then the transformation

af-a;*6i = -- atan (ei) * t

w.s o""ä to generate ai from 3ie(--, -), where no condition
needed to be assumed for the variable äi. This latter variable
entered. the routine ZXMIN.

9. SoLUTI0N FoR 
^ 

I 0

For Al0 the boundary conditions 11-83, 11-84, I2-B3t 12-84,
14-81, 14-82, 15-81, 15-82 are considered

9glg_!, If at z = 0 eittrer conditions 11 or 12 are used, then
the procedure is as follows:

The free parameters of the shooting scheme are

v(0), ü(0) and i(0) for boundary conditions at z= 0,

U* and v* for normalizing conditions.

From these the ini-ti-al values can be obtained as

(-n< ü(0)2, ror rl
;161 = .l or

t-G ü(o)2ü(o), ror 12

v(o) = ^ 
v(o)2,

z(0\ = 0.

(r06)

(107)

(108)

Eor nonpositive*) m (or fr) physi-cal reasons indicate that ü(0) =

i(0)= l, thus the free parameters can be collected in the vec-

t = (V(0), U*, v*). (109)

If [< (or fi) i" a srnal1 and positive number, then applying the
above case does not lead to consi-derable errors. It k (or fr) is
positive and not small enough, then no reduction is possible.

*) ActuaTTg onlg the case k = 0 (k
circunsxances öecause thete can

= o) is phtssicaTTq tealistic under these
not be a negative dtag.
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fn this general case the shooting vector is

l = (v(0), ü(O), i(O), u*, v*). (rro)

9gg_!t Assume now that aL z= O either conditions 14 or 15
are used. In this case the free parameters are

i(0), ü(0) for boundary conditions at z = 0r
U*, vtt for normalizing conditi-ons.

If [< (or fr) is tto.tpositive or small positive, then vre can define
ü(0) = 1, and therefore in this case

In the n.rr"r.,

The remaining
The values of
and (108), but

and v(o) = t

4 = (n(0), u*, v*). (r11)

case

{ = (n(o), [(o), u*, v*). (rt2)

initial conditions can be obtaindd as follows:
X(0) and z(0) are determined by relations (106)

Y(0) = dll.(r-;(0)) 0o(v* ü(0)), (113)

(114)Y(0)
A

ign ofIn the last relation the s

and negative for i(0) = 1.

v(0) is positive for i(O) < 1

fn both cases Lhe objective function for shooting is con-
structed in the following way. If aL z= 1 conditions B1 and 82

are used then the objective function g is the same as in the
case of A=0r that is, g is defined again by equation (101-).If
boundary conditionS B3 and 84 are used at z = 1r then define
additionally

e3(l) = v(1)-dl z (r)

IrR3 (l ) = E3 (!),/max (1)

))Y

la-

(1

z (L)

/or('. o,tDllli

(11s)

I ] 
(116)

as the absolute and relative errors, respectively in satisfy-
ing the third boundary condition. In this case



where htl, w2r v/3 > 0 are giyen rteights such that wt + w2 + w3 < 1.

The penalty terms (103) and (104) may also apply und must be
complemented by another substitute of (117), when the curly
bracket in (87) is negative. In such a case the solution of the
boundary value problem has to be interrupted and g be defj-ned
as ]- B

f (f, cots*.(X(z) -x(0)) -y(z)).1030. (11s)

When integrating the equations for the case of nonzero values
of A clj-ffi-culties arose in using the same optimization routine
ZXMIN, that was used when A=0. A large number of computations
showed that the feasible region for the shooting vector 4 is
now much more narrow and numerical differentiati-on outsi-de the
feasible region often resulted in arithmetic overflow. Thus a

simple search routine for the optimum was developed. To describe
j-t' let [ai*, ajJ denote the initial interval for the i-th com-

ponent äi of the shooting vector {r and 1et ni be a user-speci-
fied positive integer. The algorithm computes the value of the
objective function at each node

4r-

9(g) = w, n1 (1)2 + w2 R2{4)2 * r, R3(A)2

* 1-wt-w2-w3 (}{, ta l2 + N2 (4)2 ) ,
2

1Ä),*, if ki=0,
6i*'new = 

1 txi-rl 4#- + äi* 7 ir: ].i ' o,

(n, 1i;{ + 6r*)i,

Assume that among all these points (kl), glves the minimum func-
tional value; then the new (reduced) interval for äi is given
by [6i*,new, di,r.r], where'

(117)

(120)

1! Ki=ni,
( i21)

if ki.ri.

and

^i,
(ki+l) q- + äi*,

This reductlon principle is shown in fLguhp 5. The starred points
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+ i";,ai
al- a,.

k, -t ))3+2."'-i "-r*

Figure 5

Illustratingr the search routine for finding
' the optimum value of the penalty function

in the (41' Ä2) plane' The shaded areas in-
dicate neighborhoods of optinal points (ast-
erics) at a given staqe of grid selection.

show the optimum (ki)i and the shadowed area illustrates the
reduced regiion formed by the reduced intervals. The iteration
is continued until all reduced intervals become small enough

or the number of iteration steps exceeds a predetermined num-

ber. The value of the objective function indicates whether a

gtobal or a local optimum is obtainedq since' the optimal value
of g equals zero at the exact optimum. In our computatj-ons

global optima were assumed te be reached for values of g hav-
ing the order of magnitude S 10-4' Otherwise only a local op-
timum was assumed to have been obtained, and the procedure r^ras

repeated with modified initial intervals.

N \

\ SN
\)

s
N

\
\\\ \

4l*
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1 O. THE FORTRAN PROGRAMS

For the numerical solution of the original and extended
Jenkins-Savage models a computer program package has been de-
veloped by the authors of this paper. The package consists of
two FORTRAN prograrns. In this section their structures and use
will be outlined.

10.1 The program AVAL1

This program can be used for all cases of A=0, and for Al0
in the case when boundary conditj-ons II, 12 aL z= 0 are combi-
ned with cänditions 83, 84 al z=1. The program consists of a

main program and six subroutines.

Tlne naLn-pttog_na! conducts the input, calls the optimization
routine ZXMIN and presents the output. The input is organized
in the following way*/.

A r e, 0.*, il, ft, (Dr D

d, c, lk, (or R), E, K, A

NUM, NEPS

KOD1, KOD2

,s1*, ,51 (or ä1*r 61, 42*, a), ,s3*, t\)
Ä2*, 6), Ä3*, d! (or .64*, .tf;, Ä5*, Ä\)
NSIG, I.,IAXFN

w1 r hr2 (or w1 , w2, w3)

The variables in rows 31 4 and 7 are integers, all other vari-
ables are real. The input of real rows is arranged in FORMAT

(7T8.ö) and the input of integer rovrs is arranged in FoRMAT

(218). The meaning of the variables is the following. Variables
A, er o*r nr mr Cr lD, dl , c, [< (orfr), fr, K, 

^ 
are def ined in partA),

NUM defines the step size for the discretisation method for
solving the initial value problem of the differential equations
by the relation h = l,/NUM. Variable NEPS defines the "rnachine

*) In the pxogram d.esctiption the lettet K was used for !. This is whg we
adopt xhis sliqht change of notation.
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zeror'. Any value wj-th absolute value less than IO-NEPS is con-
sidered to be zero. Variables KODI and KOD2 specify the bound-
ary conditions at z=0 and z=1r respectively:

for 4=orfor L+
KODI =

KOD2 =

for
or for

for
or for

for
or for

ir
I

I

i

t

ir
1',2

I

lt -L+

tt -

^t

A1

0 and I1 (or 12) ,
0 and 11

0 and I3,
0 and 12

0 and 81,
0 ancl B3

0 ancl 82 ,
0 and 84

The shooting parameters are as follows:

a) If A = 0r KODI = I, then
6t = kS, A2 = IJ*, Ä3 = V*i

ff A = 0, KODI = 2, then

^1 
= i(0) , ÄZ -- U*, ä3 = v*;

rf Al0and,k(orfr) s0, then
{1 = !(0), L2 = U*, 63 = v*?

rf Al 0 and [<(orR.) > o, then
6r = V(o) , 

^2 
= i(o\, Ä: = ü(o),

Ä4-- \J* ' '55 = v*.

NSTG specifies the number of sj-gnificant dj-gi-ts, which is an

input of t_WL-_lo_4fg_l$tU., and MAXFN gives the maximum number

of function calls also requested by ZXI4IN. The varj-abl€s wlr
w2 ( r and w3 ) are the weights for the boundary conditions at
z=I-

The output is arranged as follovrs. Fi-rst the error code
(output of Z{qry) is gi.ven. The optimum is obtained for its zero

va1ue, otherwise either MAXFN is exceeded, or roundoff errors
dominate. Then the optimal value of the objective function g

is printed. The tabl-e of functions

b)

c)

d)

^Yz, U= 
%r 

u, v
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is then printed with values z=0r 0.05, 0.10, ..., 0_.95, 1.00.
Finally the values

R, max{gtzl}r U*r v*
nax {u(z) }, nax {i (z) }

x(1), Y(rl , z (1), ü(1), i(1), v(1)

and -the opt:imaI values

61 (or ,51, s2, 63)

of the shooting parameters are presented. In the output the
meanings of all nunbers are clearly explained.

Subnoutlne SlLVE solves the initial value.problem. According
to the values of A and KOD1 the shooting parameters are defi-
ned, the initial values of the sol-ution functions are computed,

and the initial value problem is solved. The formal parameter
NCAP gives the number of shooting parameters, and A(1), A(2),
..., A(NCAP) are the shooting variables. In our case NCAP is
either 3 or 5. The solution at the Jth node i.s given as

Y(I,J) = I,
Y(4,J) =ü,

Y(2,J) =Y, .!(3,J) =Zr
Y(5'J) =ü ancl Y(6,J) =r.r.

It|to_4ryC_rJ!9 computes the value of the objective function
tbe same as before, and FVAL givesg. Parameters NCAP and A are

the functional va1ue.

f_yry$gry_f_LQ computes the value of 00, and function PSd com-

putes the value of rro.

!rl9to_&fg_90_U! computes the value of V. Among the formal
parameters x = x(1), Y= x(2), z = x(3), ü = X(4) and i = x(5)
form the input, and V = X(6) is the output.

And final1y, t!9r!gqyg_81_%T determines the values of the
right hand sides of the differential equations (57)-(61). The

input is X(1) -X(5) (as x-V), and FF(I) -FF(5) are the output
values.
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10.2 The program AVAL2

This program can be used for all cases of A = 0: and for
Al0 anct boundary conditions 14, t5 combined with 81, 82 and
S< (orfi; being nonpositive or a small posi"tive number. The pro-
grarn consists of a main program and eight subroutines.

Similarly to the previous program AVALI, tlire rmin_pnogLqy

conducts the input and output and ca1ls the optimization rou-
tine. The input is organized in the following way:

A, e, cl*, n, m, Q, D

dl , c, lk(orfr1, fr, K, A

NUM, NEPS

KODl, KOD2

61*,6f
,52*, b), .53*, Äl

' NSIG, NINV

wL' w1(or rd1 , w2r w3)

KEY

The variables in rows 3,417 and 9 are integers, all other va-
riables are real. The input FORMAT is the same as in program
AVALI, in both cases. The meanings of variables 4,, e, q*, n,
m, C, D, dl , c, [< (or fi1, fr, K, A, NUM, EPS are the same as before
with the only difference that in this case dl is replaced by
dl1. Furthermore

ir
xonl =-llz

t

for A=0 and
orfor Ll0 and

for A=0 and
orfor 

^10 
and

I1 (or I2l ,
I4

I3,
r5,

KöD2 = {

^. = !'t

1 for Bl
2 for 82,

k5 for A=0 and KODI=I
ütol otherwise,

A2 = U*, {3 = !*.

The last input variable KEY is a branching parameter. If KEY = 1r
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then the search routine for optimization is used. In this case
NSIG gives the number of iteration steps, and NINV gives the
contrnon values nl, n2, n3 of subintervals for the search rou-
tine. ff KEY:0r then no optimization is performed, and a

table of the form
u*, v*, k5 (or i(o)), C, D

is constructed for each nodes (119). fn the table the values
of C and D are computed from the boundary conditions Bf (or 82)

and the computed solutions of the initial value problem. If the
shootj.ng parameters are outside the feasible region, no values
of lt and D are computed, and the corresponding rord of the table
is omitted- In this cas€ NSIG is the number of subinterval for
U* (that is, NSIG=n2)r andNINV is the eonnon number of sub-
intervals for k5 (or v-(o)) and v* (that is, NINV = nl = n3).
The option KEY = O can be used for obtaining the feasible re-
gion for the shooting parameters, and also for obtaining an

initial guess for the values of the shooting parameters which
sol-ve the boundary conditions for specific values of O and lD.

If KEY=II then the output is the same as in the case of
program AVALI. If KEY=0r then only the table of variables U*,
V*, k5 (or i(ol), o, D is presented.

*Vly44ryq_50_!_W _r_W_ gQUv, _81_9tJ, and 8y7!loJb_It_a'_ !99 have
the same performance as before. They are slight modifications
of the corresponding routines of proqram AVALl.

Subtto ul,Lne }PTT ll perf orrns the -optim,i zation and tubnoutite_lE{B

values of thesearches for the feasible r.eqTion and initj_al
shooting parameters.

Finally sre remark that if for all shooting parameters Äi* =

Al, tfren no optimization (or searching) is performed; only the
corres.ponding initial value problem is solved and the solution
i.s presented. This applies for both programs AVAL1 and AVAL2.

Progiram llstings are contained in the Appendi-x.
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C, Illustrations

For a set of prescribed coefficients of the equations solu-
tions to the initial value problems do only exist $rhen the
shooting vector ä is selected appropri-ately. Rather than to
solve the TPBVP dlrectly, it is therefore advisable to solve
first the initial value problem when ä varies in a preselected
range and to record ranges of existence and nonexistence of so-
lutions. Values of the coeffi-cients arising inthe basal bound-
ary conditi-ons Bl-84 can then be computed which make the ini-
tial value problem a TPBVP. With this procedure a"feeling" for
the existence of solutions to the TPBVP was obtained.

Our primary j-nterest is in profiles of the distributions of
the particle concentrations i, of the velocity ü and the fluc-
tuation energy 0 and in orders of magnitude for these quanti-
ties. The computations are mostly carried out for a chute hrith
o*= 45o, a layer thickness L*= l-m, aspect ratio A*= 0.02 and

a basal sliding 1aw with power law exponents n = 1 and m = 0,
corresponding to linear slidinq.

I I . JS-M00EL l^IITH FREE SURFACE (A = 0)

Boundary conditi-ons that are applied here are I1-Bl' IL-82'
with [<=0r for otherwise no solutions exists. At the free sur-
face, the particle concentration must then vanish, in particular,
the local behavior is as strown in equations (53). Two types of
basaf boundary conditions will be analysed, namely equations
(18)z and (L9)2, respectively. They are separately discussed
below.

l-1.1 Basal boundary condition (18)z

For these boundary conditions we have studied variations of
A, e, {X and D. Some of the results are given belo\,t.
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Figunu 6 and 7 illustrate the behavior of the flov/ when the
coeddie-Lent od n-uLLtul,Lon e is varied:

(i)e The particle density vanlshes at the free surface, assu-
mes in general (bul not always) a maximum within the
layer and reaches a nonzero value at the base (Figune Oal.

(ii)e Velocities are monotonically increasing from the bottorn
to the top; the amount of internal shearing is larqer
when collisions are more elastic lFLSuLe 6bl.

(iii)e The largest value of the fluctuation energy occurs at the
base"the smallest at the free surface, and the distrj_bu-
tion of fluctuatj_on energy is the .rnore uniform the more
elastic the collisions are (Figuhe 6cl.

(iv)e The maximum values of the density, velocity and fluctua-
tion energy strongly depend on the coefficient of resti-
tution and all three grow with grrowing inelasticity of

1.0

(1-e) 
=

1 0.001

2 0.005

3 0.01

4 0.03

Figure 6

00.s1
glB mo,

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the coefficient of restituti-on, e, calculations
were performed for L* =1n, 0.* = 45o, A = 0.O2, O = 1, D = 1, Dotted lines
correspond to a nuüerical solution which is rnphysical, since v* > O.74.

c)

2

\3
\,

00.s100,51
vü

lA = 0.02

0 =1 I
lD =l /
qx -- 45o /
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the collisions (Figure 7). But values of maximum veloci-
ties are reJ-atj-vely small.

(v)e For e S 0.977 (dashed in Figure6) the numerical solutj-ons
are physi-cally unrealistic, because v* : 0.74, cottesponda
ing to the closest packing of identj-cal spheres.

vmo x

0.7s
A=0
lA = 0.02

0=1
D=l
c!*= 45o

10-1

Figure 7

5
variations of v*, U*, 0p3s
and lR with the coefficien!
of restitution' e.

The area of unphysical so-
2 lutions is dashed. Parame-

ters are the same as for
Figure 6.

10-2
s lo-2

- (l -el*

The results (i)e- (iii)e are intuitively expected; so are those
of (iv)., except the property of U*. In other computations li-
mitation of e to values very close to unity (because v*-50.74)
has also been observed. In fact, we have never found physical-
1y acceptable solutions when v* rdas smaller than approximately
0.93. Thus :

Tlrc JS-mod.e,t i,s onttl AtLi-tahLe don ex.ttteneX.q e'Lo.tt,r-c eoX!-Laiont.

Results that were obtained by varying ttre Mpec-t n-atio A are

presented in FLguu I and 9. They may be summarized as follows:

(i)a profiles are very similar as in Figure 6. The larger
aspect ratio is, the less uniform will be the density

UT

R

The

the
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distribution, the more sheared rvill become the.velocity
profile and the more uniform will appear the profile of
fluctuation energy (Flgune 81.

(ii)a For small aspect ratio most fluctuation energy is con-
centrated in a base-near 1ayer. This implies high fluicli-
zation of the bed, hj-gh sliding velocities and 1ow par-
tj-cIe concentration in this layer, all evidenced in Fi-
gure 8.

(iii)A itith growing lA, the quantities v*, U* and 0p6y d.ecrease
monotorically, but R increases. Very smaI1 aspect ratios
lead,to solutions which are unphysical (lA S 0.01 when v*)
0.74, lFigune 9J.

Results (i)s-(iii)a are intuitively plausible, but velocity
maxima U* are fairly small except in a range when v* also starts
to grow considerably.

Next we varj-ed lL}:'e incl,Lno-LLon angLe o*i results are graphi-

1.0

005 10
v

FJ-gure 8

lA' =

1 0.2
2 0.1

3 0.0s
/. 0.03
5 0.02
6 0.01

5 I
6

0.5

ü

\5
6

1 0 0.5 1

. 0/0mo,

c)b)a)

0

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the aspect ratio, A, Calculations were performed
for lj*=lm, o*= 45o, e = 0.99, a = 1r lD = t. Dotted lines correspond to a
mathenatical numerical solution which is unphysical, since v* : 0.74.

A=0
e = 0.99

0=1
lD=1

ü*= 45o
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0
D
g

0

U. R

100

10-2
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

-tA-
Figure 9

Variations of V*, U*, oroax and R and with aspect ratio, 4,. The
area of unphysical solutions is dashed. Parileters are the same
as for Figure 8.

cal-Iy displayed in Figunu 10 and 1 I and may be summarized as
follows:

(i-)a* The profiles of particle concentration' velocity and

fluctuation energy a1l depend rather conspicuously on

the incl-ination angle o,*. In general, the steeper the
inclination angle is the less uniform the particle con-
centration will become, the more sheared will the velo-
city profile be and the larger roill be the portion of
the layer which j-s activated lFigale 10).

(ii)o* At s* = {,i. = 42o solutions become unphysical, since
v*: 0.74, (In Figures l0 and II corresponding solutions
or regions are dashed.

(iii)oi At cr* > q[t, = 48o computations became unreliable because

truncation errors, start.ed to dominate. This behavior
seems to go in parallel- with the rapid change of the sur-

' face velocity ux (FLgurLe 11),



Figure 10

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the inclination angle cl'*. Calculations were per-
formed for the parameters shown as insets, Dashed lines correspond to un-
physical solutions, since !* Z O.74.

0 0.5 't 0 0.5

vü
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*0,=

1 0.73
2 0.75
3 0.8

4 0.81

5 0.82
6 0.83 ,l

I
I
I

6/
5

t
3

U.[rn /s ]

25

1 0 0.5

0/0ro"

lli

l0-1
A =0
e = 0.99

/A = 002
0 =1
D=l

{
N

Figure Ll

Variations of V*, U*,

ß-2 0r.* and R with the
inclination angle C{,*

for the parameters
shown as insets and
corresponding to those
of Figure 10. In the
shaded area the solu-
tions are unphysical
since v* > O.74-

10-3L2o l.3o Lr-o Lso

c'
l.6o L7o
I

0.8
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It appears that o$r, is a lower bound for solutions of the
JS-model because v* = 0.74 is reached for this angle. It is
possible that numerical solutions coufd be obtained when o,* >

o$.*, but it is likeLy that a different numericaf integration
scheme would have to be used.

Figune 12 shows how the profile shapes change when the slj-d-
ing coefficients of basaf boundary conditions, C and D are va-
rled. Moreover, the variations of v*, U*, 6r.* and R with rD and

D are graphi-cally displayed in Figuttu 13 to 16. Computational
findings may be summarized as follows:

(.i)a Vaiiations of the sliding coefficj-ent C have an appre-
ciable j-nfluence on the profiles of the particfe con-
centration, but not on the profiles for velocities and

fluctuation energy lFigune, 12, top).

(ii)o Variations of the sliding coefficient D effect the
density and the velocity profiles, but not the profi-
les of the fluctuation enerqy. The effect in the velo-
eity profile is particularly conspicuous lFigw,te 12,

bot-tonJ .

(iii) a,D Maximum values of the particle concentration v* and

surface velocity U* depend on both, C and D lFiguttu13
and 14lr, but the value of 6r-* depends primarily on D

and not on e (FLgu.La, lsJ.

(iv)C,D The dependence of, IR on C is proportional to {D-l , so

LrrdL R=B(D)C-1,

where the function B(D), shown in Figune 16 is valid
for the coefficients shown as insets.

We conclude for these findings that the sliding parameters

C primarily affects the 6ulL{acQ, vQ,L(icitA V* , whereas D inf luen-
ces the velocity prLo6i.La, 

^l,LapQ,. 
These properties are helpful

when results are analysed \,\rhich are obtained with different
basal boundary conditions.
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Figure 12

Profiles of partlcle density (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the sliding parameters O, p (keeping D fixed, top;
keeping C fixed, bottom). Parameters which are held fixed, are shown in
the inset.
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1O-2 s t0-1 t 10o _ C_L tO s 102 s 
103

Figure 13

Functional dependence V*(C, D) in semi-logarithmic representation.
Regions, where solutions are unphysical because v* > 0.74 are shown
shaded, and regions where nwerical soLutions failed to converge be-
cause of large truncation errors are indicated by question marks.
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Figure 14

!'uncti-onaI dependence
U* (C, D) of the maxi-
mw velocity, where
solutions are unphy-
sical, are shown
shaded.
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D =10

A =0
ß, = 0.02
e : 0.99
o' = l,5o

D=l

ß-2 1o-1 10" c 10 ß2 103

Pigure 15

Functlonal dependence 6max (O, D) in semi-Iogarithmic representation.
Regions, where solutions are unphysical because V*:0.74 are shown
shaded, and regions where nmerical solutions fäiled to converge
because of large truncation errors are indicated by question marks.
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Punctional dependence
R (C, D) in doubly 1o-
garithnic representa-
tion and the parame-
ter values shom as
insets. The relation
R = ts (D) O-l is also
shown.
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11.2 Basal sliding condition (19)z

Somehow as a surprise, the new basal boundary condition
does not lead to substantially different results of the distri-
butions of particle density, velocity and fluctuation energy.

Figune.t 17 and 18 show how variations of the parameter c (aris-
ing in B2) affect the profiles of the particle concentration
(v), the velocity (ü) ana the fluctuation energy (0/0max) across
the sheared layer. At the top (i=1) of the layer the particle
concentration is zero (as it must according to the fifth of
equations ( 85 ); it grows and reaches a maximum inside the layer
and becomes again smaller towards the ground (t=0). The profi-
les depend räther distinctly on the parameter c. The velocity
gro\"rs monotonically with increasing !, reaching its maximum at
the free surface. The amount of sliding depends on the value
of o. The profile of the ffuctuation energy is insensitive to
the values of c shown as insets of FLgunelT, This property pa-
ra1lels exactly that of Figure 12, bottom). The maximum of the

10

n-

,tt
2 0.1

3 1.0

4 5.0

2

1/3

00.5 100.s1
VU

Figure 17

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and
for different values of the boundary parameter o

were performed for L* = I mr lA = O.O2, tD = l, o,* ,

tt"
c)b)a)

0
0 0.5 1

g /gmox

Eluctuation energy (c)
(see 82). Calculations
zqo

A =0
lA = 0.02

e : 0.99

0 =1
c* = 45o
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fluctuation energy occurs at the base and it decreases monoto-
nicallyand rieaches the value zero at the free surface. Figunelg
indicates how v*, U*, 0m* and lR vary with c when all r:emaining
parameters are held fixed. For values of a i 5.0 solutions be-
come unphysical because v* : 0.74 corresponds to the closest
packlng of spheres. As c decreases maximum vel-ocities U* in-
crease and maximum densities v* decrease while maximum of fluc-
tuation energi-es increase. Thj_s is in Iine with physical intui-
tj-on because srnall c implies that only a small amount of energy
is lost in the qround.

4"0
lA= O.02

e = 0.99

U: I

0*= l'5o

U-
lm/sl

40

lo-t _u* loo lo1

V*, U;, 0a3a and tR with the boundary pa-
area of unphysical solutions is dashed,
the same as for Figure 17.

R

10-10.75

10-2

Figure 18
Variations of
rmeter c. The
Parameters are

| 0-2

1 0-3

l0- 4

Figunu 19 and 20 shovz how variations of the coefficient of
restitutj-on effect the profiles of ü, ü, 070r-* and the scales
v*, U*, 0r." and R. Figunz 19c demonstrates that the spreading
of the fluctuation energy across the layer depth is more uni-
form when collisions are more efastic. In parallel with this
goes the distribution of the density, which is the more uniform,
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Variations of V*, U*,
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Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the coefficient of restitution, e. calculations
were performed. for L* = I m. A -- O.O2, c[* = 45o, e = 0'99, C = l, a = I.
Dashed lines correspond to a numerical solution which is unphysical' since
v* > 0.74-
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the more elastic the collisions are lFiguze 19a1. As would also
be expected intuitively, a uniform distribution of fluctuation
energy wil-l cause uniformly distributed exchange of transverse
momentum, leading to velocity profiles which are nearly finear
lFigune 196). All this is physically plausible. (Figune 20 shows

that U* and 6r.* grow with (I-e) which seems to be counterin-
tui-tive. However, this is understandable, because for fess e1a-
stic colli-sions fluidization is restricted to a bottom near
Iayer, while a relatively large upper layer acts as a nearly
rigld r.7eight. Thi-s, so we expect, should yield higher maximum

vel-oci-ties for lesser elasticity of the co11i-sions (smal1er
values of"e).

Figunet 21 and 22 shov/ the effect of the variatj-on of the in-
clination angle o* and demonstrate again that relatively sma11

changes of o* result in surprlsingly large changes of the pro-
file shapes lFigune- 21) and mild to moderate changes in U* and
v* but fairly large changes of dru*,

1.0

0.5

c)a)

.\
3z\

A =0
/A " 0,02
e = 0.99

0=1
^ _1u-l

0

// 2

o* =

0 0.68
1 072
3 075
4 080

0

0 0.s 1 0 0.s 1 0

vü
Figure 2l

0.5 1

0 /0ro"

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and ffuctuation enerqy (c)
for different values of the incllnation angle 0*. Calculations were per-
formed for L* = lm, A= O.O2, e = 0.99,0 = l, c = l. Dashed lines cor-
respond to a nwerlcal solution which is unphasical, since V* 2 0.14,.
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$
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lm/sl
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R
FLgure 22

0:04
Variations of 'J*. U*,
6631 and lR with the
i 1cl i na Lion angl e d,*.
The area of unphysi-

ulz ca1 solutions is sha-
ded. Parameters are
the same as those
shown .in Figure 21.

0
400
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In lummanLzL,4g the above results we may state:

(i) The Js-model admits solutions in a steady plane chute flow
only for extremely high elasticities of the binary colli-
sions, e:1. The more elastic the coflisions are, the
more uniform the fluctuation energy wi-fl be distributed
and the more fluidized lvill the sheared laver be-

(ii) Physically acceptable solutions will only exist for chute
angles which are sufficientfy large c* ] o*min. (For very
large o* ; o*max our solution procedure failed to produce
reliable results; soiutions may or may not exist whe,n

0,*>cü*max).

(lii) The second. basal boundary condition (involving a state-
ment about the ffuctuation energy) affects the profiles
of the particle density and, especlally, those of the ve-
Iocity. Apparently, it is this boundary condition which
determines the relative amounts of slidi-ng and differen-
tiaf deformation. However the exact form of this boundary
condition does not seem to be very significant (cf Figures

o
N
ö

A =0
/A=002
ö - n oo

U: I
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12 (bottom) and 17). The absolute
ties, however strongly depend on

ary condition (cp Figures 14 and

values of the vefoci-
the forrn of this bound*

18) .

I2. STEADY FLOl4l OF A FLUIDIZED LAYER
CARRYING A PASSIVE L0AD, A=0

Let us now assume that only a portion of the gravel which
is close to the base is fluidized, whj-le the upper portion i-s

passively moving with the speed of the particles at the upper
edge of this fluidized 1ayer, Figwe 23, Boundary conditions
at the upper surface change now, and we shall assume that the
passive layer acts as a static weight transferring the shear
stress 'r1 and the pressure p1 to the interface with t.he fluid-
ized layer, With reference to Figure 23 this yields

rt : 6vgsino*H-Lt, pr = 0vgcoso*FL* ; (r22)

v is the density at the interface, fr a meas,lre for the thick-
ness of the passive 1ayer. As a third boundary condition we re-
gard the interface as a sink of fluctuation energy with a

strength which is proportional to the loca1 energy 1evel. Thus,

qr = 60r or QsZ+iY = 0. (123)

(122) and (123) are afso li-
sted in Table 1, as are their
dimensionless counterparts.

"z * i

Figure 23

Fluialized
loaded by
sand under

layer of
a mass of
motion,

gravel
rigid

Po^ \
4.)".

b"\
\.\.
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F.Lgune,t 24 and 25 illustrate results when the boundary condi-
tions (18)2 and (122), (L23) are applied wj-th values of the free
parameters as indicated in the onset of Figure 24. The thick-
ness of the dead weight was taken to be between 10-2 to 102 times
that of the fluidized layer and its density was chosen to be
that of the fluidized layer at the interface*). Figure 24 !n-
dicates that the density profile is substantially different
from the free surface case. particle densities are now 1argest
at the free interface and smallest at the ground and change
very abruptly close to the interface, vrhen the rigid layer is
very smal1. Velocity and energy profiles do not depend crucial-
1y on the value of fr and are similar in this case to those of
the free surface case. fnterestingly, the value of 6 at the
interface in Figure 24 is very smal1 even though it is not zero.

1.0

F=
1>0.5
2 0.1

3 0.01

/4,

e

0

ID

:
*q

= 0.02

= 0.99

= 10

= 10
_1

- / qo

a)

0

00.s10
ir

Fiqure 24

100.5
g /0,o,

0.5

ü

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the depth fr of the dead weight (passive layer).
Parameters held fixed are shown as insert and the boundary conditions
used for the model are equations (18)Z and (L22) and (123) (interface),

*) ?his is somewhat artificiaT
sinplq correspond xo a dead

but with ,9 and v* prescribed equation (722)
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U'm/s
200

ß-2

1O- 
3

sj0-1 Hslooslol

V*, U*, 6r.* and R with fr, the Lhickness of
layer. Computations were done for L* = 1 m,

= 0.05, c =D= 10, 3 = I, and e = 0.99 (JS-
rigid weight).

R

o.7

10_2

Figure 25

Variation of
the passive
(x* = 45o, A
mode1, with

Figure 25 summarizes the variations of i*, U* and 0*-, (as well
as lR) with fr in the intervaf f0-2 > lt 210; 6r.* and U* grow wj-th
gro\./ing fr. fne variation of the first two is underlinear that
of the fatter overlinear.. With the dead weight becoming very
farge (fr > 10) U* grows very fast, explaining why large lands-
lides travef larger distEnces. One dissatisfying result i1Iu-
strated in Figure 24 is the fact that the fluctuation energy
is so smafl at the interf,ace. In other cases we studied,larger
vä1ues were obtained. even though the general shape of the pro-
file remained similar. Examples are shown in Figuttu 26 and 27.

In these fiqures the onfy difference with respect to Figures
24 and 25 is that different values for C and D were chosen.
The most conspicuous difference is that the maximum velocity
U* has been lowered by a factor of approximately 2. Since the
fluctuation energy in Figure 26 1s "better" distributed across
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Profiles of particle density (a),
for different values of the depth
Parameters held fixed are shown
used for the model are equations
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v_elocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
H of the dead weight (passive layer).
as insert and the boundary conditions

(18)Z and (L22) & (123) (interface).
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Variation of v*, U*,
Eru* and R with fr,
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the fluidized layer than in Figure 24, we suppose that the si-
tuation of Figures 25 and 26 also better correspond to a rea-
listic si-tuation. Our computational procedure does not allow
to decide which conditj-ons would be favored, because we chose
fr arbitrary. In reafity, the granular material will select its
ov/n region where the giranules are fluidized. For this, an addj.-
tional cri-terion of fluidization is needed which fixes the va-
1ue of fr. We have not yet pursued our studies into this direc-
tion.

We have also found that with a passive layer, the range of
values for o* where numerical solutions could be found consi-
derably iicreased. For the parameters lj-sted in Figune 28 o*
could be as small as 30o before v* became too large (> 0.74)
and as large as 52o, before truncatj-on errors started to domi-
nate. Figun.e 29 shows v*, U*, 6mu* and lR as functions of o* in
the range where physical solutions were found and for the same

^* _

1 0.9

2 0.8

3 0.785
l, 0.7

s 0.5

00.5 100.5 10
VÜ

Figure 28

0.5 1

0/0mox

Profiles of particle density (a). velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the inclination angle 0* and a fluldized layer
carryi-ng a passive load, corresponding to a layer of equal thickness,
Calculations were performed for the characterislic parileters as indica-
ted. Dotted lines correspond to a numerical solution which is mphysical,
since V* i 0.74 (.Is-model, with riqid weight).

1.0

c)b)

A=0
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e = 0.99tF 
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Figure 29

Variation of v*, U*, dr.* and R with the inclination angle 0,*
for a fluidized layer loaded by a layer of equal thickness.
Calculations were performed for L*= I m, A = 0.05, E = I, 0=
D=1. Area where solutions are unphysical, since v*:0.74 are
shom dashed (Js-model, with rigid weight).

parameter set as shown in Figure 28. As expected, the smaller
the angle of inclination is, the larger \^ri11 become the maxi-
mum density and the smaller the maximum velocity. Absolute va-
lues for the velocity are fairly smalt for this case, however,
and become reasonably large only when o* > 5Oo.

We have also performed conputations vrhen the coefficient of
restitution, e, was varied and the depth of the rigid layer
kept fixed (H = 1) . Results are summarized in Figu,ttot 30 and 31.

The computations corroborate the fact that with the JS-model

only elastic collisions permit construction of physically ac-
ceptable solutions.

These results seem to transpj-re that a two-layer model with
a fluidized lower layer and a rigid top layer is physically the

l0-1

l0- 2-0
I
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Figure 30

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for different values of the coefficient of resti-tution e and a fluid.ized
layer carrying a passive load, corresponding to a layer of equal thick-
ness. Calculations were performed for the characteristic parameters as
indicated. Dotted lj-nes correspond to a numerical solution which is un-
physical, since V* a 0.74.
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variation of v*, U*, 6**
and lR with the coeffici-
ent of restitution for a
fluidized layer loaded by
a layer of equal thick-
ness. Calculations were
performed for I.* = 1 mr

A = 0.05,
E = r,

cr* = 45ö,
O=D=1.

Regions where solutions
are unphysical, since
v* : 0.74 are shown da-
shed.
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better model than a fully fluidized layer of the JS-theory. To
further substantiate this conjecture more computations would
have to be performed., however, and in particular a criterion
would have to be developped which automatically would permit
selection of the depth of the fluidized layer.

I3. COMPARISON OF THE JS-MODEL tl,ITH ITS EXTENSION

The extension of the JS-modeI (^ I 0) has been introduced,
first, to avoid the particle concentratlon from becoming zero
at the free surface and second, to allow for non-zero aerody-
namic drag, see Hutter e,t 0J,. , l_986. One additional boundary
condition is needed in this case. We have used. either of the
following:

(i)

(ii)

dv -d0
At * o ä! = u' o' 9!*a z =ody 

VOr"
at the base (L24)

(r2s)

(L26)

the same at the free surface

(iii) Vmax -v = dto, -Yor V = l-dlr-
vo

at the
free surface

which all are listed in Table lb. Equation (I24) states that,
at the boundary, the density gradient is proportional to the
(negative) gradient of the fluctuation energy. Intuitively this
expresses the fact that particle concentrations are likely to
become smaller where fluctuation energies become bigger and

vice versa. We apply the conditions at the base and the free
surface. We have found that either the imposition of condition
(L24) or (125) an6 ignoring the aerodynamic surface drag has
1ed to density profi-les i with their maxima atthe free surf,ace.
F,Lgune 32 shows results obtained when equation (124) was used
and compares these with the corresponding case for A = 0; the
remaining boundary conditions that were used are equati-ons (18).

The change of the theory from the case 
^ 

= 0 to It I 0 clearly
results in substantial changes in the i-, ü- and d-profiles.
When most part of the fluctuation energy is concentrated close
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A=0

A=0.1

0 0s 1 0 0.5 1

vü
Figure 32

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity (b) and
for the JS-model (A = 0) and its extenslon (^ I 0).
stant are shown as inserts. Boundary conditions
equations (18) and (for A I 0) O24l at the base.
ignored.

c)

lA = 0.02
e = 0.99
O =10
D =6
dl = 0.2
q* = 45o

A=0

=01

0 0.5 1

0/0 mo,

fluctuati"on energry (c)
Parameters held con-

that were used are:
Aerodynamic drag is

to the basal surface, then one expects the density to be smal-
Iest in the layer and would expect small shearing effects with-
in the fl-uidized layer; both effects are manifested in Figure
32. Values for v*, U* and 0r.* compare as follows in this case:

u*
[r s-l]

0ro.x

ln s-112

37.53 0.29
29.44 1.83

Table 3

Values of v*, U* and
Opa for the same
cases as shown in
Figure 32.

A= 0

A = 0.1

0.123
0.7 48

Evid.ently, v/hereas the maximum surface velocity i_s reduced by
appro>.imately 20 Z when A # 0, values for both, v* and Or." are
considerabl-y increased. This is in line with the 0-profile
which sho\,/s a more conspicuous boundary layer character in the
case 

^ 
I 0 than A = 0. Since a comparable amount of total fluc*

tuation energy is needed for the same gravitational driving
force, values of v* and 0r., ought to be lairger. When different
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Profiles of the particle concentration (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation
energy (c) for two sets of the parameters sholtn as inserts and using the
Js-theory (A = O) and its extension (^ I 0) with the additional boundary
conditj-on applied at the botlom. Aerodynamic clrag .is ignored.
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values of C, lD and d r,rere used no qualitative changes were ob-
served when cornpared with the results of Figure 32 and Table 3,
cf FLgutLe 33.

calcurations rrere also performed when the boundary condition
(126) was imposed and simultaneousJ_y an aerodynamic surface drag
$/as äcting. Because of the latter the maximum velocity no 1on-
ger arises at the free surface, but the influence of the drag
is so smaI1 that it can safely be ignored. Fi4une 34 compares
solutlons, obtained \^lhen 

^ 
= 0 (thereby ignoring the boundary

condition (L26)) with those when A = 0.1. The characters of the
distributions of i, ü ana 6 are very similar to those shown j_n

Figure 32, which is interesting in view of the fact that a dif-
ferent boundary condition was applied al. a d,L{{enent Loca.f,-Lon.

AIso, the maximum values of v*, U* and 0r.* exhibit the ten-
dency shown already above, see Table 4:

00.s10
v

A=0

A=0.1

0.5

ü

A = 0.02
e = 0.99
0 =50
D = 10
dl1 = 9.965
lk = 991
c* = 45o

A=0

=0.1

100.5r
0i 0 mn"

Figure 34

Profiles of particle density (a), velocity {b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for the Js-model (^ = 0) and its extension (^ I 0). parameters which are
held fixed are shown as an insert. Boundary conditions that were used are:
equations (6), (7) and (for 

^ 
I 0) , (13) at the free surface. Aerodynamic

drag was also used with k = 0,0I.
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u* or.*
[m s-l] [m s-l]2

0.047 54 . 0 0. 89

0.75 49.6 9.66

Table 4

Values of v*, U* and
Ora* for the same cases
as shown in Figure 34.

Finally, let us compare the results obtained for the follow-
ing three dj-fferent situations:

a) A = 0, layer with free, activated surface, Js-mode1,

b) A = 0, fluidized layer with dead load, Js-nodel
(non-zero values for H-),

c) L + O: layer with free activated surface, extended JS-modeI.

In these vre keep the phenomenol-ogical coefficients which are
conmon, the same; they are shown as inserts in the graphs.
Figune 35 and Table 5 collect the results of two tripples of
solutions. When Al0, the boundary condition (126) was used
\^rith d,r = 0.005 but C-values are different in the top and bot-
tom figures (as are vafues for A). Note also that we have cho-
sen somewhat extreme values of fr in case b) , but these choices
illustrate the t.endencj-es more conspicuously than would be pos-
sible otherwise.

u*
ln s-l1

A
"max

ln s-Il2

Table 5

Values of v*, U* and
enßax corresponding
to the cases shown
rn tlgure J5.

A:0
A-0, fr=0.0I

4L.52 0.38
47-4 0.66

27.43 2.87

0.10
0.286
0. 75

A=0
A = o, E = 5

A = 0.I

0. 06

0.54
0.73

56.1 0.69
332.5 445.8
41.83 6.76

Results may be summarized as follows:

(i) The parti"cle density distribution differs considerably in
the three cases. The singular behavior of the equations of

the Js-model in case a) forces the free surface density to

vanish and thus causes the density to have a somewhat un-

expected distribution. In case b) when ff = 0.01 a boundary
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/' A=1
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0.5

ü

lA =0.02
e = 0.99
0 =30
D = 10

dlr = 0.005
lk = 0.01

c* = 45o

\\u:0

\-
A=0J

0.5

0/0mx

I
I

I

A=0

A=0.1

0.5

0/0mox

Figure 35

Profiles of partj-cle alensity (a), velocity (b) and fluctuation energy (c)
for the JS-nodet with free activated surface (^ = 0, solid curves), the
JS-Eodel for the layer carrying a passive load of the same thickness
(A = 0, dashed curves) and the extended JS-mod.el (A I 0) using bound.ary
conditions (IB) and, when A I 0 (126) at the free surface, A sma1l aerö-
dynmic drag was also used (k = 0.01).
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layer in the density profile exists at the upper surface;
it disappears quickJ-y for larger values of fr.

(ii) Distributions of velocities and fluctuation energies are
similar j-n cases a), b) (^ = 0) and differ markedly from
those of case c) (^ I 0). The qualitative behavior is si--
rnilar as expected from earlier figures.

(iii) Values of v* and 0r* are largest for case c) (A I 0) and

smallest for case a), and values of U* are smallest for
case c) and largest for case b). CIearIy, when A=0, fr=5,
then U* = 332.5ms-l is irrealistically 1arge, but this is
partlf so. because L*= 1m was chosen. For L* = 0.0I mr

which is more realistic, U* = I05 mt-l it obtained.

I4. INTERACTIONS OF COMPUTATIONS AND MODELLiNG

Some of the implications of our solution methods with re-
spect to the theory of granular flows will be outlined, Here,

our intention is only to argue that not only can we obtain spe-
cific solutions to a specific (though physically restricted)
problem, but in so doing, we have also uncovered general
strengihts and weaknesses of the JS-model and the extension
used by us.

Before we dwell upon this a relatively minor point ought to
be clarified: How trustworthy are our solutions ? This is hard

to say but somehow follows from the val-ue of the penalty func-
tion 9({) which idealty should be zero, a value which can never

be achieved numerically. For most computations these were be-
tween l0-lr änd I0-8 and seldom larger (say 10-41, but when this
occurred. computations were often repeated with different ini-
tial values,of the shooting vector Ä. In these instances we

never observed convergence to a different solution.

By considering ranges of parameters (coefficient of resti-
tution e' inclinati-on angle o,*, etc.) thought to Lre physically
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possj-ble, we were able to discover
ses of the models. Here vre outline
for the JS-mode1 and its extension

ForL ttLQ- JS-modeL:

the strengths and weaknes-
some of these, but do this
separately.

(i) For the coefficient of restitution, e must be very close to
unity (in fact, e must never be chosen to be smaller than
0.93), otherwise the solution to the TpBVp does not exist.

(ii) Chute inclination angles o,* can only vary within a rela-
tive\r narrow range. typically ofiin g 40o < cl,* < 50o. ! oÄax.
the lower value afir, is obtained because u* : 0.74 for
o* < oäin, the upper bound ofi.* was given, because trunc-
ation errors started to dominate.

These points are distressing, the first because it limits
the applicability of the Js-model to a range of values of the
coefficient of restitutj-on far more narrow than it hras antici-
pated ri/hen the theory was devefopped. The second point indi-
cates that for low inclination angles the Js-mode1 does not
permit a motion of a layer of sand. Thi_s is why we used. a se-
cond model (compare section 11,2) of a fluifized layer with a
dead load. For this l_atter case we found values for ofir, as
smal1 as 30o. Thus, this two-layer model seems to be a physi-
cal1y cornpetitive alternative- That for a free layer the fluc-
tuation energy is mostly concentrated in a basal boundary layer
covering not more than one third of the totar layer also seems
to point towards thls tvro-layer structure. The upper bound
ofr., is numerically dictated and miqht be removed by using en-
tirely different numerical techniques.

(iii) At the free surface the particle concentration approaches
the zero value (as it rnust) and profile shapes of ü are
blunt. Physically, one r"rould expect a finite value of ü
at the free surface and a rather uniform distribution of
!. fhe JS-model does not produce it.
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Fott the extended JS-modeL:

(r) Profiles of i, ü and 0/0*.* of the cases A = 0 ancl Ä I 0

differ substantially. Ln addition to the origi-nal model

which was thought to be a moderate correction resulted in
substantial changes of the profile shapes.

(ii) The sarne applies for v*, 0r.* which differ by an order of
magnitude' while U* is about 10 to 15 I smaller when Al0.

(iii) The range of values of the shootinq vectors a for which

the initial value prob]en can be solvedr i-s very narrow-

Hencö, ranges for the parameters arising in the boundary

conditions are equally restricted for solutions of the

TPBVP.

Points (i) and (ii) indicate that modellers ought to be cau-

tious when trying to incorporate density gradients i-n the con-

stitutive equations (see Hutter et aI., 1986), item (iij-) is
distressing because the model is likely not to admit a solu-

tion in parameter regions where the modeller wants it to have

one.

(Ie conclttde: From a physical point of view the extended JS-mo-

de1 probably ought to be abandoned, but the origl-
nal JS-model has also drawbacks and should be

amended such that non-zero particle densities are

possible at'the upper surface. Of the three ctiffe-
. rent models the two-1ayer scheme is probably the

best and one will likely profit if it is further

Pursued.
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THrs PR0cRAH s0LvES THE (ExTENDED oR oRI6il'tAL) JENKTNs-sAvAGE t'100Er-

THE I'IETHOD I5 A COt.lEINATION OF SHOOTIN6 ANO FOURTH . ORt}ER
RUNGE-KUTTA I'IETHOD. FOR THE 14INIHlZATION OF SHOOTING THE
Il'lSL R0UTINE: ZXl"lIN I5 USE0

THE PROBLEI.l PARAI.lETFRS UEEO II,I THE PROGRAI,1 ARE AS FOi-I.OIJf]:
AX=ASPECT RATIo

E=COEFFICIENT OF RE5TITUTION
ALS=INCLINATI0N ANGLE
N'H=EXPONENTS lN BoUNDARY c0N0ITloNS AT Z=1,o

CS, D=SLIDIN6 C0EFFICTENTS
SD=SHALL D IN gOUhl0ARY CONDITI0N AT Z=i.0
SC=SI'IALL C IN B0UNDARY CONDtTtON AT Z=1.0
XK=S|"IALL K IN B.0UNDARy CoNDITI0N AT z=0.0
HB=H BAR LN BoUN0ARY CoNDITI0N AT Z=0.o
BK=EIG K IN BoUNDARY CoNDTTIoN AT Z=0.0

X LAH=L At'lB DA
NUtl=NUl,lP.ER 0F EQUALLy SIZE0 SUBTNTERVALS t;0R S0t_Vri.jG rHF

OIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS (LE lOOO ANO I1ULTIPLE Qf ,:OT

NEPS=0RI}ER 0F HAGNITUOE 0F HACHINE ZEF0 10.**(-NEp_c;j
US=U ( STAR )

XNS=HU(STAR)
HODl=BRANCHII'I6 PARAIIETER FOR BOUNDARY CONI,ITION AT Z=O.O(WITH VALUE 1 OR ?)'K002=BRANCHING PARAHETEn F0R s0UN0ARy c0N0ITIoN AT Z=1.o

( t^ItTH VALUE 1 OR .i )
Nsr6=NUHEER oF sr6NrFrcANT DI6rrs 0F oFTUlAL pARAT..lETER vALUEs

REQUIREO BY ZXMIN
HAXFN=HAXll{AL NU|1BER OF FUNCTToN CALLS IN USIN6 ZXnIN
l,l1 ,rr? (FOR XLAn=0) OR t4t,t^l2,t^13 {0THERl.ttSE) ARE THE

t.lEI6HTS FoR eoUNDARy C0N0ITIONE AT Z=1.0
XK5=UNl(N0ttN C0EFFICTENT F0R FROBENTUS I,tETHOD

F0R ZER0 LAt'IBDA ANtr K0D{=1 :
A1L=LOl,lER'8OUN0 FOB Xt{5 r IK5=A(1)
A1U=UPPER E0UND FOR XKs

F0R ZER0 LAI.IBDA AFID KOD.t=?:
A1L=LOl^lER BOUND FOR I'tU(O) , t4U(0)=A(t )
41U=UPPER BoUND FOR Nu(O)

FOR NONZERO LAI'IBDA ANO NONPOS]TIVE XK:
A1L=L0tJER BOUND FOR V(0), V(0)=A(1)
AiU=UPPER BOUND FOR V(O)

FOR NONZERO LAHBDA AND POSITIVE XK:
A1L=Lot^lER BoUN0 FOR V(0), V(0)=A(t)
A1U=UPPER BOUND FOR V(O)
A2L=L0l,lER B0UND FOR HU(0) t MU(0)=A(2)
A2U=UPPER B0UND F0R HU(0)
A3L=L0tlER BOUND F0R U(0), U(0)=A(3)
ASU=UPPER BoUN0 FOR U(0)

IN ALL CASES:
USL=Lot^lER BO|JN0 F0R us
USU=UPPER B0UN0 FoR Us

XNSL=LOWER B0UND F0R XNS
XNSU=UPPER BoUND FoR XNS

INPUT IS ARRANGED IN THE FOLLOI^IIN6 OROER:
AX,ErALSrNrM,CSl0
sD, sc r xK, HB r BK r XLAl,l
NUt'l , NEPS
K0Dl I K0D2

II! FORIIAi (7F8.OJ
I f'l F0Rt'lAT ( 5F8 . U )
tr.l F0Rr'lAT {?r8}
IN FORHAT (2I8}
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A1L,A1u (AN0 HAYBE A?LrA2UrA3L,A3tJ)
usL r usu r xNsL, xNsu
NSr6,I'IAXFN
t,1 | tJ2 (AND l.t3 FOR N0NZERO XLAHi

EXTERNAL FCN
REAL H,N

IN FORMAT (6F8.0]
IN FORHAT (4FS.O)
IN FONHAT T!I8)
IN FORI,IAT (3F8.O)

c
c Dt-rEr.lsI0NS oF yy ANO x ARE FIXE0, EUT TH05E 0F A,HHH,
c 66, H ARE Pn0BLEl't DEPEN0ENT:
C DEFINE NPAR=1 (F0R XLAH.EQ.0i oR F0R XLAH,NE.n AND xii.LF.0l
C 0R NPAR=S (FOR XLAI1.NE.0 AtlD XK.6T.o)
C 0lt'l 0F A=NPAR+?
C DIH 0F HHH=(NPAR+2)*(NPAR+3) /?
C 0ltl OF 66=NPAR+2
C DIH 0F bl=3*(NPAR+2)

0IHENSION A (5 ), HHH (15 I, G6(9 ) ! ht (15 ), yy (6, 1 001.r, x i6)
c
C DIHENSION OF PAR IF FIXED

c0t'tH0N PA R ( 51 )
c
C INPUT OF PARAI{ETERS AXIEtALS,N!HtCS,[,
c
C** 14RITE (6!101)
1O1 FORFIAT (' ENTER SEVEN NUHBERS ')c** TJRITE (6,102)
10? F0Rr'lAT (' ASPEcT RATI0' c0EFF' oF REsTrruTr0N, rNcLll'lATrot{ ANGI-E,jc** t'lRlTE (6,110i
110 F0RilAT (' N,l,l,SLIDIN6 COEFFTCIENTS'l

READ t1 ,1.1 AX , E r ALS r N,l,l , c5, ü
1 F0Rt'tAT (7F8.8)

L
C INITIALTZE AX**? AND SSRT(PI)
c

As=AX**?'
PI=5QRT (4. 0*ATAN (t . 0) )

c
c It'lpuT 0F pARAHETERS S0!SCrXtt,XLAH

c** t.lRITE(6,103)
103 F0RI4AT ( , ENTER SMALL 0, c , H r He, BH Ah{D l_Atlp,0A, )

REAo (1,1 ) 50,5C, XK;HB,p,t{,xLAt".l
c
C INPUT OF NUI,I ANI) NEPg

C** tiRITE (6,104)
104 FORI,IAT (' ET]TFR 2 INTE6ERS FOR NUI,IEER OF SUBiflTERVAL5' ic** t,lRlTE (6,105)
105 FORI1AT (' AND EXPONENT FOR HACHTNE ZERO')

READ (1,?) NUt'l ,NEPS
c
C FIX I'IACHINE ZERO ACCORDIN6 TO THE GIVEN EXPONENT

6E PS=l 0 . 0i* ( _NE P5 l
c
C INPUT OF KOD{ AND HODZ

c++ HRITE (6i107)
7o7 F0RI4AT ('ENTER l{HrcH cAFEs ARE usED FOR z=u,0 AND z=r.0,)REA0 (1,2) K0D1,l{00?

c
C FIX THE VALUE OF NPAR
c
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IF (ABS(XLAH},6T.GEPS) 60 TO 2OO
I FLAG=1
IF (K001.EQ,2) IFLAG-Z
GO TO 2t11

zoU IFLAG=ö
IF (XK.6T,0. ) IFLAG=4

r0l NPAR=!
rF (IFLAE.EQ.4) NPAR=3

c** HRrTE (6,10?)
10? F0Rt'lAT (' ENTER INTERVAL FOR XK5 0R r,tu(0) 1 rF XLAH=O;'

x,/r5x,'oR SAME FoR V(0) OR V(O),t'lrjtO),UtO), oTHERWTSE',)
L
C INPUT 0F INTERVALS FoR K5i OR HU(0i; 0R V(0) i C,R V(0),l'llj(:01,Ui.0'

IF (NPAR.EQ.3) GO TO 11?
A2L=0.0
A?U=0.0
A3L=O.0
A3U=0.0
READ t1,1) A1L,A1U
G0T0 113

777 READ (1r1) A1L,AlU,A?L,AzU,A3LrA3U
113 CONTINUE

L
C II,IPUT IF INTERVALS FOR US AND XNS
c
c** t"lRlTE(6i106)
106 FORNAT (' EhITER II'ITERVALS FOR U(STAR) AND I,1U(9TAR)' }

REA0 (1 rt) uSLrtisljrxNSL,XNSU
X LEN=A1 U-A1 L+A?U- A?L+ASU-A3L+USU- USL+ X NSU- X t'lSl-

? F0Rl"lAT (4t8)

C INPUT OF N5.I.6 AND I'IAXFhI
c
c** t.lRITE (6,188)
1OB FoRHAT (' ENTER HAXIFIAL NUHEER 0F SI6NIFICAI'IT FI6URES AND,,

x/,5x,'t'tAxil'tAL NUHBER 0F FUNCTt0N CALLS rN UStN6 ZXpllN' )
READ (1,2) N5I6rl.lAXFN

c INPUT oF 14EI6HTS tll ,H? (ANI tdS F0R N0r,lZER0 Xt-drt't)

c** htRITE (6r11{)
17I FORHAT (' ENTER TI,IO OR THREE tdEIGHTS FOR BOUI,IT}ÄRY CONOITIOI,I9' I

X./ t5X,' FoR Z=0.0, )
N2=?
IF (]FLA6,GE.3) N?=3
READ (1,1) (1,,1 (l),I=1 ,N2)

c
C OUTPUT OF PROBLEII PARAI'IETERS

c+* t,RITE (6,50)
b,RtTE (3,50)

50 F0RHAT (tHI 1/ / /r5X,'pARAHETERS' )
c** t,tRrTE (6,51) AX,E,AIS,N,H

HRITE (3t51) AXrE,ALSrI.l ,H51 F0R}4AT (5X,'AA=' !811.51?X,.5=,,E11.5,?Xr,ALF=,,E.l1.S!?X,
X/ | 5X,' N=' r E{8.5 12X,, l4=, rElO.5 )

c** t"lRtTE (6,52) XLAt't,CS,0
t4RITE (3r52) XLAM,C5,D

52 F0Rl'lAT (5X,' LAI,IBDA=,,E{1.5 12X,, CC=, rEll . 5 12X,, AD=, iEt1,Slc*r t,lRtTE (6,53) KODl ,K00?
t,lRITE (3!53) K0D1 ,X004
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53 F0RllAT (5X,' CASE COOE NUHBERS=.,?t?)
c** l.lRrTE (6r54) SDTXKTSCTHBTBK

ttRtTE (3,54) SD,XKrSC,Hg,EK
54 FORi'!AT (5X r' SHALLD=, rEl1 . 5 12X ;, K-,, EI1, 5, ?X,, SHALLC=,, El.t

X/,5X, I 116=',E11.5,?X,, gl{=,,El1.5)
C** l{RITE (6r55) (tt(I),I={,N?)

tIRITE (3,55) (t'l(I),I=1 ,N?)
55 FoRl.lAT (5Xr'tlEI6HT5=, rEl{,5!ZX,Et1,5t?XtE11.5.)
VALUES OF L(STAE)IEPSYLON,ANO CAPITAL C ARE II{ITIALI?ETi

c
c
c

XLS=1 . tl
EPS=AS/6.0/(1.u-E)
C=0, 1

c
C COT1PUTE SIEP SIZE FOR SOLVING THE D]FFERENTIAL EQUAT]ONs

H={.0/FLOAT(NUH}
c
C SAVE PROSLEI'I PARA?IETERS IN COHIION BLOCK PAR

PAR(1 )=AS
PAR(?)=E
PAR(3)--ALS
PAR(4)=N
PAR(5)=H
PAR(6)=CS
PAR(7)=D
PAR(8)=sD
PAR(?)=5C
PAR(10:t=XK
PAR({1)=xLAl,l
PAR(1?)=FL0AT(NUt'l)
pAR(1s)=H
PAR(14)=FL0AT(K001)
PAn(15)=FLOAT(H0DZ)
PAR(16)=EpS
PAR(17)=PI
PAR(18)=xl.s
PAfl(1?)=GEPS
PAR(2?)=c
DO 56 I=1!N?

56 PAR(?9+I)=t,l(l)
PA.R(34)=A1L
PAR(38)=A1U
PAR(36)=USL
PAR(40:,=UsU
PAR(37)=Xits:L
PAR(41)=XNSU
IF (.N.PA.R, EQ.1 ) 60T0 114
PAR(35)=A?L
PAR(39)=A?U
PAR (4&) =A3L
PAR (49) =A3U114 PAR(46)=HB
PAR{47)=BK
PAR(5O)=IFLA6

C FIX TOTAL NUI,ISER OF UNXNOI,'N5
c

NCA P=N PA R+2
I 0 PT=o
D0 115 I=1,NCAp
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115 A(I)=0.0
IF (XLEN.LT.GEP5] 60T0 1?O

L
C CALL II'IsL T.lINIHIZATION ROUTINE
c

cALL ZXHIN(FCN, NCAp, N5I6 ! HAXFN ! I0pT r A, l.{HH i 66 r FVAL,H r rEF)
c
C OUTPUT OF ERROR CODE ANO I,IINII,IAL VALUE OF OEJECTIVE FUNCTIOI.I
c
118 F0Rl'lAT (' ERR0R CO0E='I5]

tIRtTE (3,118) rER
C** I.IRITE (6,118) IER

t,lRITE (3,119) FVAL
C*T t.lRITE T6t119} FVAL
7tq F0Rl'lAT (' I'llNll'lAL FUNCTI0NAL VALUE=',E15.6)

C COI'ISTRUCT SOLUTION CORRESPONDIN6 TO OPTIHU14

1?0 USTAR=(PAR(40)-PAR(36))+ATAN(A{NPAR+l1}/Pl**'J+(PAR{40)+pAR(3fr)}/?.
VSTAR= ( PAR t 41 ) -PAR (37 ) ) *ATAN ( A (NCAP ) ) / Pl**?+ t PAR ( 41 ) +PAR { 3 7 ) } r ?.
PAR(24)=VSTAR
PAR(23)=USTAR

C RECALL THE VALUES OF U(5TAR) ANO I,lU(STAR)
c

cALL 50LVE(NCAPTATYY)

C CoHPUTE THE VALUES OF THETA AT THE N0DES, ANtr FUI THESE VALUES
C TO LAST ROW OF ARRAY YY

NUHl =NUl'l+1
D0 123 I=4,6

123 X(I)=YY(liNuttl)
00 3O t=1rNUhl
T=VSTAR*yY(5rI)
T=FlO(T)
IF (T.LT.GEPS) SOTO 31
YY(Z,I)=YY(2,I)/T
60T0 30

31 YY(2,I)=0.0
30 CONTINUE

c c0HPUTE u(HAxl ' Hu(t{Ax) t THETA(l"lAx), AN0 NoRt'tALrzE FUr'icrroN$c u , MtJ, AND THETA

U5=YY(4,1)
XNS=YY(5,1)
Xl,t=YY (Z r 1)
D0 32 I =2 , NUltl
IF (YY(4!I),6T.uS) US=yy(4rI]
lF (YY(5,1).6T.XNS) XNS=yy(5,I)
IF (YY(?t I) .5T. Xt't) XH=yy(?,I)

32 CONTINUE
c
c PRINT FINAL TABLE HITH VALUES 0F Zt THETAT. U ANO HU

C** t,RITE (6r35)
t"lRITE (3,33)

33 F0Rl,lAT (.///,t4xt'2, t74X!'TETA'.1UX.'U"13X,;FrU' )
tr0 40 I =t r NUHl
Z=(I-1)*H
IF (AB5(XI,I).LT.6EPS) GOTO 35
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Y1=YY(2rI)
IF (AB5(US).LT.GEPS) 60T0 37
Y?=YY(4rIllUS
G0T0 38
Yz=YY(4rl)
IF (ABS(XN5).LT.6EPS} 6OTO 39
Y3=YY(5,I)/XNs
60T0 60

39 Y3=YY(5,1)
60 JJ=I-1

J?=Nuil / 20
J1 =JJlJZ
IF (J?*Jl.NE.JJ} 60 TO 40
HRITE -(5,41) Z,Yl,Y?,Y3** BRITE (6,41) ZrYlrY2rY3

SAVE FUNCTIONS OF FINAL TABLE IF YOU I.IISH TO ADO PLOTTING
TO THE PROGRAH

YY(!rI)=Z
YY(2,I)=Y1
YY(3,I)=Y?
YY(4,1)=Y3

40 CONTlNUE
4t FORHAT (5X,4(2X,El?.5))

c
C CO}IPUTE VALUE OF R AND PRINT FINAL VALUES OF R. THETA i:I,IAX ) Ic u(sTAR), t'!u(STAR), Uc'tAx), HUil,tAx)
c

R=9. 81 *V5TAR*XL5/U5TAR**?
C** I,IRITE (6,42) R,XTI ,USTARIVSTAR

t,RITE {3r4?) RrXl,trusTARrvSTAR
+2 F0RHAT (/ / I ,5X,. R=, ,E12.S,?X,, TETAO,tAx) =, ,El?,5,:X;

X./, 5X r' U ( STAR) =,, ElZ, 5, ZX t, l,lu (STAR.r =,, El ?. 5 )

35
36

37

c
c

c
L

c
c
c

ll8lTE (3 t,44) us, xNsc** t,RITE (6i44) u5,XN5
44 FORI'|AT (5X,'t.!{HAX)=' rE12. 5, ?X,' I'lU {l'lAX ) =', E1':, 5 :)

C**
7?7

C**
72?

Ct*
724

C**

t4RITE (3,121 )
t4RtTE (6,121)
FoRflAT (/ / / rsx,'FINAL VALUES 0F Xry,z,u,t1tj,v, :)

l,lRITE (3,122) (X(I),t=1 ,6)tIRITE (6,72't) (X (I),I=t,6)
FORHAT (5X,3E1?,5)
tIRITE (3,124)
l.,lRITE (6,1?4)
FORI'{AT (/ / / tSX, , LAST SHOOTING pAR/ittETER VALUES, )tF (IFLAG,EQ.4) GO lO 2A2
t,RITE (3r122) PAR(44)
t"lRITE (6,12?) PAR(44)
5TO P

2O2 tdRITE (3t1??) pAB(44)rpAR(45)rpAR(51)
c** HRTTE (6,12?) pAR(44),pAR(45),reRtsrt

STOP
END

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE sOLVEs THE IhIITIAL VALUE PhOBLEI.I
c

SUBROUTINE SOLVE{NCAP,A,Y)
0IHENStoN A(NCAp),y(6, 1001 ),ul (5 ),u?(5),u3(5),u4 (5 ) !xx(6) rxxx (6)
cof,$'t'oN PA R ( 51 )

FI X PARAI,IETER VALUES
c
c
c
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KO01=PAR(14)+O.5
AS=PAR ( 1 )
E=PAR{?)
XNS=PAR ( ?4 )
US=PAR(23)
6=9 .81
XLS=PAR({8)
R=G* X NS * X LS/ US* *?
PI=PAfi({7}
AL5=PAR(31
AA=5.0*pI* ( 1.0-E ) *R/6.0/ (1 ,0+E ) /A5
BB=3.0*AA/5.0lPI
EPS=PAR(16)
PAR(20)=AA
PAR(?1)=PB
C=PAR(2?)
NUH=PAR(1?)+0.5
PAR ( 43) =-1 .
H=PAR(13)
XLAI'l-?AR(11)
HE=PAR (46 )
6EPS-PAR(19)
BK=PAR ( 47 I
IFLA6=PAR(58)+0.5
IF (IFLAG.gT.1) 6OT0 1OO

F0R LAHBoA=O AN0 KO01=1 USE FROBEhTIUS t"tETtlO0

XK5= ( PAR (5ö) -PAR ( 34 ) ) *ATAN (A (1 ) ) / pt*ä?+ ( pAR ( Je ) +pAi (34 1 ) /:.
PAR(44)=XK5
A1 =BB* COS ( ALS )
Xl(?=A1rXl(5i0,5
Al =SQRT ( A1 )
A2=AA*TAN(ALS) /BB
A3=SQRT ( XKs )
xKs= ( C+A2**?-1 ,0 ) *A1*+5*A5/6.0/5QRT (:. O ) lEpSl XN5
XK4=-A2*A1 /5QRT (?. U) / XNS/A3

c

c

Y(1,1)=0.0
Y(2,1)=o.0
Y(3,1)=O.O
Y(4,1)=1 .t)
Y(5,1)=0.0
Y(6,1)=XK5
X (?)gXKz*H**?
X(1)=X(2)*A?
X {3) =XK3*H**3
X(4)=1 .0+Xt(4*H
X(5)=XK5*H
PAR(33)=BB*CoS{ALS)
CALL COPIV(X)
IF (PAR(43).GT.Ü. i RETURN
D0 I I=1t6

1 Y(1,2)=X(l)
500 F0RHAT (5X,0E1?,6)

c
c

rI=2
G0T0 200

FOR ALL OTHER CASES FIX INITIAL VALUES

100 yyy= (pAR (38) -pAR(34) ) *ATAN (A (1 ) ) /pt**2+ ( pAR (36 ) +pAR (34 ) I /2.PAR(44)=*YY
IF (IFLA6.6T.?) 60 TO 4OO
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X(5)=YYY
X(4)=1 .O
PAR ( 33 ) =BB* COS ( ALS )
X (1 ) =AA*SIN (ALS) *X (5 ) *HR
X (2) =PAR (33) *X (5 ) *HB
T=XNS*X (5 )
FI=FlO(T)
X (3) =-BK+X <2) /Ft
cALL COt4V(X)
IF (PAR(43}.6T.O. ) RETURN
D0 I l=j,6

I Y ( I ,1 ) =X ( I )
. lI=1

60 T0 ?00
400 X(6)=YYY

]F ( IFLAG. GT,3) 60 TO 6OO
X(5)=t,O
X(4)=1 ,0
PAR ( 4? ) =-1 .0
GO TO 7BO

600 x (5)=(PAR(39)-PAR(35) )*ATAN(A(?) ) /pI*i?+(pAR(s?) +pAR (35.) ) /r,
PAR (42) =1 .

IF (X(6).LT.0. ) PAR(4?)=-1.
x (4) = ( pAR (49) -pAR (48) ) *ATAN (A (3) ) /pI**?+ ( pAR ( 49 ) +pAR (48) ) /.:.
PAR(45i=x(E)
PAR(51)=X(4)

700 X(3)=0,8'.
X(?)=XLAH*X(6)**?
XK=PAR(1U)
X(1)=-XK
IF(K001.EQ.2) X(1 )=X(1)*X(s)
D0 I t=1,6

I Y(I,1)=X(I)
II={
PA.R(?9)=X(1)
PAR(?8)=NCAp
PAR(331=BB*C0S(ALs)

?O0 PAR(25)=AA*SIN(ALS)
L
C USE FOURTH ORDER RUNCE-I(UTTA I,IETHOI)

D0 3O0 IX=It,NUt'l
PAR(26)=y(1,tXj
PAR(27)=y(5rIXr
D0 Z t=t,6

2 XxX(I)=X(I)
CALL Rt6HT(XXX,Ul)
IF (FAR(43).6T,O. ) RETURN

5tll F0Rl'tAT(/ I / t5X tI6'
D0 3 I={,5

3 XXX(I)=X(l)+0.5*H*Ut(t)
cALL C0t-lv(xxx)
IF (PAff(43).GT.O.) NETURN
CALL RI6HT ( XXX r U2)
IF (PAR(43).6T.0. ) RETURN
DO 4 I=1i5

4 XXX(l)=X(t)+0.5*H*UZ(I)
cALL C0t'tv(xxx)
rF (PAR(43).6T.0. ) RETURN
cALL RI6HT(XXX,U3)
IF ( PAR (43) . GT.O, ) RETURN
00 5 I=i,5
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5 XXX(lr=X(I)+H*u3(1)
. cALL C0HV(XXX)

IF (PAR(43).6T,O. ) RETURN
cALL RI6HT(XXX,U4)
IF (PAR(43).GT.O.} RETURN
DO 6 I=tr5

6 X(I)=X(I)+H*(Ul(I)+2.*U2(I)+2.*U3(I)+U4(I))/ö.0
CALL CoMV(X)
IF (PAR(43) .GT.O. ) RETURN
00 7 I=1,6

7 Y(I,IX+l)=X(I)
3OO CONTINUE

RE TURN
ENO

c
C THIS SUEROUTII'IE CONSTRUCT THE OB,JECTIVE FUNCTION FOR ZXHII{
c

. SUBR0UTIl.lE FCN(NCAP,A,FVAL)
REAL t't, N
DIt'tEN5I0N A(NCApl ry(6,100{ ) r x (6)
cot'tltolt PAR (s1)
G0 T0 1t]0

zjg FVAL=10, **30*PAR ( 43) **?
RETURN

3O0 FVAL=IO, **10*PAR (43) **2
RETU RN

1oO N=PAR(4).
H=PAR(5)'
Pl=PAR(17)
US= (PAR (401 -PAR (36) ) *ATAN (A (NCAP-1 ) ) /PI**Z+ (pAR (40t +pAR {ö61 ) /?.
xN5=( PAR(41 ) -PAR (37 ) ) *ATAN (A (NCAp) ) /pt**?+ ( pAR i41:) +pAR ( 37i ) /2.
PAR(23)=US
PAR(24)=XNS
CALL 50LVE(NCAPtATY)
tF (PAR(43),GT.0.) G0 To 200
NUl41=PAR(1?)+1 ,5
CS=PAR(6)
D0 1 I=1 ,61 X(I)=Y(I,Nul,ll)
IF (X(1),GT.0,) 60 T0 6
PAR(43)--X(1)
G0 T0 300

6 IF (X(4).GT.0.) G0 TO 7
PAR(43i=-X(4)
G0 T0 300

7 U1=X{4)
uZ=CS*X(1)**N
U 3=U1
IF (ABS (u?) . GT. ABS (Ut ) ) US=UZ
FVAL=PAR (30) * ( (ut -UZ) lU3) **!
K002=PAR(15)+0.5
T=XNS*X (5)
FI=Fltt(T)
rF(K0D?.EQ.Z) 60T0 2
U1=X(?)
U?=FI*PAR(7)*X (4) *+(H+1. )
U3=U1
IF (AES (U2) . GT. AES (U1 ) , Ug=U2
GOTOS

2 Ul=FI*X (3)
U2=-PAR(?)*X(2)
U3=U1
IF (ABS(U2).GT,ABS(U{) } u3=U2
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c
c
c

c
L
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FVAL=FVAL+PAR(31 )*( (U2-U1 ) /U3)**?
lll,l=1 . O-PAR( 30 ) -PAR (31 )
IF (ABS(PAR(11)}.LE,PAR(19)) GO TO 4
Ut=X(6)
U2=PAR (8)*X (3) /SQRT (Fl*X (2) )
U3=U1
IF (ABS(U2).6T.AES(U1)l U3=U?
FVAL=FVAL+PAR(3?)+( (U2-Ut ) /U3, **?
t.lt,l=tJtl- PA R ( 5? )

4 EE=Y(5r1)
DO 5 I=2rNIJHI
IF(Y(5,1).6T.EE) EE=Y(5rl)
lFLAG=PAR(50)+0,5
lF (lFLA6.Eq.4) I,l=tl/?,
FVAL=FVAL+HH* (EE-1 .0) **?
lF (IFLA6.EQ.4) G0 T0 I
RETURN
FF=Y(4r1)
00 ? I=2rt{UH1
lF (Y(4,1).6T.FF) FF=Y(4,1)
FVAL=FVAL+HH* (FF-1 . g1 **Z
EN,D

THrS SUBR0UTlNE CoHPUTES

FUNCTION FIO(X)
tF(x.LE.0.75) 60T0 1
AL=0.00868302
BE=1 3 . s7

THE VALUE OF FUNCTION PHI

FI0=AL*EXPtBE*X)
RETU RN

FIO=X*X*(2.0-X) /?, n/ (1,0-X)**3
RETU RN

EI{D

TTIIS SUBROUTINE CONPUTES THE VALUE OF FUNCTIOI-I P5O

FUNCTION PgO(X)
c0MHoN PAR(51)
XN5=PAR(24)
IF (X..LE.O.75) 60T0 1
P50=(0, 0O5688/ (X-0. 5?20)+0. 036) /Xt'lS
RETU RN

PSO=X*(2.-X)*({.-X) / (4.-X) /XNS
RETU RN
ENO

THTs SUDROUTINE COI.IPUTES

suBRouTtNE c0l'{v(x)
0il'lENstoN x (6)
c0HH0r,t PAR.( 51 )
tF (PAR(50).GT.?.5)
T=PAR(?4)*X(5)
rF (T.6E.PAR(19)) 60
PAR(43)=PAR(19)-T
RETU RN
IF (T.LE.3. l 60 TO 2
PAR(43)=T-3.
RE T URI.I

c
c

THE VALUE OF V FROM OTHER

60T0 100

TOl

VARIABLES
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2 IF (X(2r.6E.PAR(1?) ) G0 TO 3
PAR(43)=PAR(19)-X(2)
RETU RN

3 V=PAB(33)+X(5)+X(3)*SQRT(FI0(T)/X(2))
X(6)=PS0(T)tV/X(2)
RETURN

100 XX=(X(5)-PAR(?7) )*(X(1)-PAR(rAl )
lF(XX.LT.0.0) PAR(42)=-1.
V=tX (2) -PAR (33) /PAR (25 ) * (X (1) -PAR ( ??) ) t,/PAR (11i
rF (v.GE,0.) 60 T0 4
PAR(43)=-V
RETU RN

4 X(6)=PAR(4?)*SQRT(V)
RETURN .,
E llD

C THIS SUEROUTII'IE COIIPUTES THE RI6HT HAI.]D SIOES OF THE
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

SUERgtJTINE Rr6HT (X,FF)
0ll,lENstoN x(6),FF(5)
c0r,lt'l0N PAR(51)
FF(1)=X(5)*PAR('15)
XNS=PAR(24)
T=XNS*.{ (5)
IF (T.6E. PAR(1?) } 60 TO 1
PAR(43)=PAR(19)-T
RETURN

1 lF (T.LE,3.) 60 TO 2
PAR(43)=T-3.
RETU RN

? Tl=FI0(T)
T?=sQRT t T1 )
T3=PSo(Tl
IF (Xt?),6E.PAR(19) ) G0 T0 3
PAR(43)=PAR(19)-X(?)
RET U RN

3 T4=SQRT(X(?))
FF {?)=X (6) *X (?) /T3-X (3)*T?,/T4
FF (3) =- (T4**3/T?-PAR(??) *X ( 1 ) **2/T2lT4) / pAR (161
FF(4)=-X (7) /r?/14
FF(5)=X(6)
RETURN
END
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c
c
C THIS PROGRAH SOLVES' THE (EXTENDED OR ORI6II'IAL) JENI{INS-5AVA6E I'1OOEL

c )GRA''' ARE AS FoLLot4$:
i rrE rnoeaEPl PARAI'IETERs ugEt) lN THE PR(

' c Ax=AsPEcT RATIo
i "ä=iötFFrcrrnr oF REsrIrurloN
i eus=rncLrNATloN ANGLE
. N.Fl=EXP0NENTS'iu"äöüNoenv coNDITloNs Ar z=1 '0
ö cs i o=slrorne coEFFlclENTs
C SD=Sl'lALL 0 lN-B0UNDARY c0N0lTI0t't AT Z=1 '0
c sc=sHAuu c rnt äöut'ronnv coNgllllll Ar z=1 ' o

c xK=Et"lAur- x rtl äöürloÄnv coNrrITr0N-AT z=o ' 0

C HB=H gAR lN BOUNOARY CONOITION AT z=0'0

c Bff=EIG x iru äöürlonnY coNolrloN Ar 7=0'o

: lbiSilIPRooo EQUALLY tl1;l lytit|]ERVALS 
F0R 50LVIr'{6 rHE

c D IFFERENr;;i ;ouniiorls !tE-.1ooo ANo I'ruLr r PLE oF ?0 )

c NEPs=oRoen ot rlÄäiriüoi ör HAcHINE zERo 1o'+*(-NEPSI

C Us=U (STAR)

C XNS=NU(STARI .nlJnTrToti AT Z=0.0
C H0Dl=BRAI'ICHlNG PARAT'IETER FOR E0UNDARY Col'l0ITIOli Ar z=0'

C <'ETTH VALUE 1OR ?)
c r(o0z=BRANcHrNo"Feän;lärEi ron EouNITARY collDlrIoN AT 7=1'o

a (HlrH vALUE 1 oR 2)
c NSr6=NUl4e'rn oi-irinÄiroN srers 1N.0Prll'llzATl0N 0R

c NUI'IBER oF iüäii'iiinvsus FoR u(srAR) lN sEARctl

c NrNV=NUHE'ER oF äüäil'iiiivÄLs rN uElN6 oPrrr'tlzArI0r'l cR

ö 
- 

THE sAl'lE FoR NU (0) AND NU (sTARl

c tl1 ,1.12=slElsHrs rbi' eouNDARY C0N0rTrol'ls AT Z=0 ' 0

ä 
-xiv=ennNcHlNG 

PARAFIETER l'llrH vALuEs

c rF KEY=o] rnirl re*srer-E REGlor'l ls ttETERl"llNEtr i

c IF nty=tl iHElr oFrrmlzlr!9I^:s FERF0RHED

c xH5=uNKtlowur äoEiFiciEHr ron FRoBENlus MErH0t]

C F0R zER0 LAI'lBDA AND K0Dl=1 :

i nru=lor'tER BouND FoR xK5, xl"(5=A(11

C nrU=UPeER B0UN0 FOR Xt(s

c FoR zER0 lnneoo-ntlo N001=?i 0R FqI. NoNzER0 LAl"lEtrA:

i 
- 

nru=t-ottER BouND F0R NU(0) ' NiJ(o)=A(t)
C ArU=UPPER EOUND FOR NU(O)

C IN ALL CASES:
C USL=Lot.lER BoUND FoR Us

C USU=UPPER EOUNTJ FOR U5

C XNSL=LOI{ER E0UN0 FOR XNS

c XNSU=UPPER B0UND FoR XNS

c
i rNrur rs ARRANGED lt'{ THE F0LL0}'lNG oRt}ER:

c AX,E,AL$,N,M,C5.,.9... il F8flili] liF8:äi
c 5D;SC 

' 
Xtt, HP' 

' 
PK I XLAI'I

c NuI'1,NEPS 
;"Lrr'^Lr 

ll FSlli:l':ii3l
c t{001rKo0z IN FOR|'IAT i?F8.0}
c A1L,A1U tN FoRt.lAT {4F6.ol
c ust- ! usu r XNSL 

' 
xt'l$u

cNslc,*r*u"''^"*-ll'lFoRllAT(218i
c tll,t,lz {AN0 l'13 FOR N0NZER0 xLAI'11 ll'l FOR|IAT i;F8'U)

c l{EY lN FORI'IAT t 1ö)

c
EXTERNAL FCN

REAL 14 
' 

N

DI}4ENSlON A(31it',l(?) 
'YY(6!1001 

I rX(6)

C DIHEI{SION OF PAR IF FIXEO
c
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cot.lttoN PAR(39)
c
c INpUT 0F pARAHETERS AX , E r ALS r N, t't r CS ! 0

c** t.lRITE (6.101)
{01 FOBI"IAT (' ENTER SEVEN NUr'IBER5 ' )

c** t.lRITE (6r102)
7o? F0Rt.lAT (' ASPEcT RATr0' coEFF' oF RESTrrurIctNl Itlct-It'.lATI0u Ar.ifit.r,lc** HRTTE (ö,110)
110 F0RnAT (' NiH!SLItlIhl6 coEFFtcIENTS, l

READ (1,1) AX,E,ALS,N,t'l ,CS,01 F0RHAT (7F8,01
L
C INITlALI ZE AX**2 61.1P SQRT { PI )
c

AS=A X ** 2
Pl=SQRT (4.o*ATAN (1 .0) )

c INPUT OF pARAFTETERS 5Or5C,XK,XLAl,lc,
c** HRITE(61103)
103 FORt',lAT ('EttTER SHALL 0,C,lr!HB,Bri At{0 t_Ai.tpDA, i

READ (1,1) SD,SC,Xt{,HB,Bl(,XLAtl
c
C INPUT OF NUI'I AND NEPS
c
ci* t,.JRrTE (6,104)
104 FORHAT (' ENTER 2 INTEGEFS FOR NUI,1P,ER OF SU3II.]Ti:RVALS'

X,./t5X,'FOR SOLVING THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS' ]
c** t4RITE (6r105)
1I]5 FORI'IAT (' AND EXPONENT FOR I,IACHINE ZERO' ]

READ (1,?) NtJt'l ,NEPS
L
C FIX |'IACHINE ZERO ACCORD]NG TO THE 6IVEI{ EXTONENT
c

GEPS=l 8.8** (-NEpS )
L
C INPUT OF XODI ANO KOO?
c
ci* t.lRITE (6!107)
797 F0Rr'lAT ('ENTER WHICH CASES ARE USE0 FoR Z=0.0 AN0 Z=t.cr,)

READ (1,?) KO01,KO0:
c

C FIX THE VALUE OF NPAR
c

IF (AeS(XLAH),GT.6EPS! 60 TO ?O0
I FLAG=1
IF (KOD1.EQ.?) IFLAG=?
60 T0 ?01

?OO IFLAG-S
?01 NFAR=I
C*+ l,üRITE (6,1'91
10? FORI'IAT (' ENTER INTERVAL FOR Xt{5 0R NU(O j 1 IF Xt_Ai.1=0;,
_ x,/,5X,'0R SAt'lE FOR NU(0), oTHERt,[SE')
c
C INPUT 0F INTERVALS FoR K5i 0R NU(ol
c

READ (1rt) AlL,AlU
c
C INPUT IF INTERVALS FOR U5 ANO XIIIS
c
c** t4RITE(6r106)
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106 FOR},IAT (' ENTER INTERVALS FOR U(STARJ AT]O I'IU(5TARI' .i

READ (1,1) USL,|JSU,XNSLTXNSU
XLE N=41 U-A1 L+USIJ-USL i.X N$U- XNSL

.? F0 Rl,lAT ( 4 t8 )

C INPUT OF N5I6
c
c** HRTTE (ö,1081
106 FORI'IAT i' EI{TER NUI,IEERS OF ITERATIONS ANi} SUE.INTERVAI.S"

x/,5x,'F0R USING OPTtHi 0R N0-5 0F SUeIFTTERVALS F.rR SEARCH'r
REA0 (1 t?i NSIG!NINV

C INPUT 0F l"lEI6HTS tl1 i W?
c
cr* t,lRITE {6.111)
111 FORI'1AT ('ENTER T14O I.IEIGHTS FOR TJOUI{T)ARY CiiNTJITIOI{FJ"

X/,5X,'FOR Z=0.0'i
N2= ?
READ (1,1) (tl(I),I=1rN2l

f.

C INPUT OF KEY

c** tdRrTE (6,350)
350 FORI'IAT (' ENTER SRAI'ICHIN6 PARAMETER KEY']

READ (1!?) KEY
c
C OUTPUT OF PROBLEI.l PARAI.IETERS
c
C** t,lRITE (6t58)

HRITE (3,50)
50

51

57
C**

93

s4

F0Rt'lAT <7Ht , t / /,5 X , ' pARAt'tETERS' j
!,lRITE (6,51) AX,ErALSrN,t'l
l,lRITE (3,5{) AX,ErAl-5rNrll

..l0lIAI (.!Xt' 66=' ,E11.s,?x,,E=, rElt.s,!x,,ALF=, !Et 1.F,!x,
X/ r5X r' N=',, El0.5 1?X 1, l.l=,, E10,5lr
l,tRITE (6,5?) XLAl"l ,C5,D
HRITE (3,52) XLAI.lrCS,D
F0Rl'lAT (5X r' LAttB0A=',E11,5, 2X r, CC=. !El1, F. ?X,, tiD=, !E11 . S)
tüRtTE (6,S3) KO01 tlto02
t.lRITE (3r53, ti001,K002
F0RHAT (5X,' CASE COtrE NUMBERS=, ,ZIZ)
t,tRITE (6r54) SD,Xti,SCrHB,BK
t',RlTE (3,54) 50rXt{,SC,HB,BK
FORI'IAT (5X,' sl'lALLD=, r E11 . I 1 ?X,, t(=,, 811, S r tX,, StlALLC=,, E1 I . 9 r

X / tSX r' 119=' rE11.5 r2X r, EK=,,E1.1,S)
c** t4RITE (6,55) fl,J(I),I=1 ,N?)

t",RlTE (3,55) (tl(l),1={rN2)
55 F0Rf,lAT (5Xr'l.,EIGHT5=',E1j,5,?XiE{1.5!2X,El{.5t

c
c VALUES 0F L(STAR),EpgyLON,AN0 CApTTAL. C ARF It{tTjAt_1180
c

XLS=1 .0
EPS=AS/6.0/(1.0-E)
C=o, 1

COI'IPUTE STEP SIZE FOR SOLVING THE OIFFERENTIAL EQUATIOI,IS

H=1.0/FL0AT(NUtt)

SAVE PROP,LEH FARAI'lETERS IN COI.1I4ON BI.OCK PAR

c
c

c
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PAR(1)=AS
PAR(2)=E
PAR(3)=ALS
PAR(4)=N
PAR(5)=H
PAR(6)=CS
PAR(7)=D
PAR(8)=SD
PAR(9)=Sc
PAR(1O)=XK
PAR(11)=XLAI'1
PAR(1?)=FLoAT(NUt't)
PAR(.13)=H
PAR(14)=FLOATtl{001 )
PAR(15)=FLOAT(l(00?)
PAR(16)=EPS
PAR(17)=Pl
PAR(18)'=XLs
PAR(19)=6EPS
PAR (?2 ) =C
D0 56 I=trN?

S6 PAR (29+l ) =t'l ( I )
PAR(34)=HS
PAR t3s ) =BN' PAR(36)=IFLA6

c
C FI X TOTAL NU!"IBER OF UNKNOI4NS

I,l cA P=N PA R+ 2
A(1)=(A'1L+AtU)/?.
A(2)=(USL+Ue-UI/2,
A(3)=(XNSL+XNSUI/?.
]F (XLEN.LT.6EPS) GOTO 1?O

L
C CALL T.IINII.IIZATION ROUTINE

.rF (KEY.EQ.0t 60 To 6{3
cALL 0pTItl (FcN t 3 r A, FVAL i A{ L r A1 U, U5L r U5U t XNSL ! XNSU, f,lsIG, l.lINV :,60 T0 614

613 CONTINUE
CALL SEAR ( 3, A1 L, AlU ! USL, USU t XNSL t XNgU i NSI6 r I,IINV j674 CONTINUE

L
C OUT-PUT OF ERfiOR CODE AI.ID H]NII'IAL VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
c

TJRITE (3,1{9) FVALc** .t4RITE (6,119) FVAL
119 F0R|4AT (. tlINIt4AL FUNCTIoNAL VALUE=,,E.,.s.e)

CONST.RUCT SOLUTION CORRESPONDIN6 TO OPTlHUI.l

72A USTAR=A(Z)
VSTAR=A(3)
FAR(24)=VSTAR
PAR(?3)=USTAR

C RECALL THE VALUES OF U{gTAR) AND I,IU(STAR)
c

CALL SOLVE(NCAPtA,YY)

cor'rpuTE THE VALUES of_IIETA AT THE N00ES, Äup pur rHE5E VALuEsTO LAST RO}J OF ARBAY YY

c

c
L
c
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NUHl =NUfl+1
D0 123 t=1,6

{23 X(I)=YY(ItNUH1}
DO 30 I=1!NUH1
T=VSTAR*YY(5rIl
T=Fl0iT)
IF (T,LT.6EPS) GOTO 31
YY(?,1)=YY(?,t)/T
GOTO 3B

31 YY (?, 1 ) =O.0
3O CONTINUE

c
c c0HPUTE U(HAX) ! HU0,tAX), THETA(l.lAXl t At,l0 N0RptAL.tzE FUNCTIOtisc u , MU, AND THETA
L

LJ5=YY(4r1)
XNS=YY(5r1)
XH=yy(Zr1)
D0 32 I =2 , NUI'|1
IF TYY(4rI).6T,US) Us=yy(4rIl
lF (YY(5, l).6T.XNS) XNS=yy(5!I)
IF (YY(?,I).GT,XI{) Xt'l=yy(!rt)

32 CONTINUE

C PRINT FII'IAL TASLE l,lITH VALUES 0F Z, THETA, U AN0 I,ltJ

C*+ trRlTE (ör3E)
HRTTE (3,33)

33 F0RHAT (/ // t74Xt' Z' tl4x,,TETA,'1OXr'tJ' r13X,.l,tu, )
D0 40 I =1 , NUt"l1
Z=(I-1)*H
tF (A8S(Xt't).LT.6EP5) C0TO 35
Y1=YY(?;I).rXtl
60T0 3ö

35 Yl-YY(?,ll
36 IF (ABS(US).LT,GEPS) 60TO 37

Y2=YY(4,1)/US
G0T0 38

37 YZ=YY(4,1)
38 IF (APs(XN5).LT.6EPS} GOTO 39

Y3=YY(5, I) IXNS
60T0 60

39 Y3=YY(5rt)
60 JJ=I-1

J2=NUt t / 20
J7=JJ/Jz
IF (J2*J1,NE.JJ) 60 TO 40
l.lRITE (3r41) Z,Yl ,Y2,Y3ci* HRITE (6 t47' Z rYl,Y?tY3

C SAVE FUNCTIONS OF FINAL TABLE IF YOU WISH TO AD!, PLOTTINGC TO THE PROGRAH
c
C YY(1,I)=Z
C YY(?,I)=Yl
C YY(3,I)=Y?
C YY(+,1)=Y3

40 c0NTIt'{UE
+7 F0Rl'tAT (5X,4(2X,E12,5))

C CO},IPUTE VALUE OF R AI.D PRINT FINAL VALUES OF R , THETA ( IlAX 1 Ic u(STAR), HU(STAR), Ufl,lAx), MUÜ,tA;{)



c**
727

C**
7?2

C**
124

C**
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R=? , 81 *V5TA R* X L5 i/ USTAR*+2
C** l.lRlTE (6,42) R,Xt'I ,USTAR,VSTAR

l,lRtTE (3,42) Rr Xt.t,usTARrVST.AR
42 FORIIAT {/ / / rSX,' R=.,Et2.S r'z[ r,TETAil'tAX)=,,E1t.5 r.:XX/,5Xr' U(5TAR)=' r El3.5 r2X,, flU(STARI=,,E IZ, 5 )

t'lRtTE (3,44) USTXNS
Crr t"lRITE (6,4+) LJSTXNS

44 F0R|"1AT (5X,'u(l{AX}=, tEI?.5,?X,,t4U(HAX1=,,E1?.5)
HRITE (3r1?1)
t"lRtTE (6,121)
F0Rl.tAT (/ / / ts]{,'FINAL VALUES 0F X,yrZ!tJ.tiu,v, :i

b,RITE (3,1?2) (X(I),l=1,6)
l.lRITE t6r1??l (X(I),I=1 ,6)
F0Rt'lAT (5X,3E12.5)
HfirTE (3r1?4)
t"liRlT.E (6,124)
FORI'IAT (/// tEXT.LAST SHO0TING pARAt,lETER VALUEE' j
tüRITE (3,12?) PAR(37)
l.lRITE (6,1:2) PAR(371
sr0 E
Et-t p

c
C THIS SUPROUTINE EOLVES THE INITIAL VAi-UE FROELEI,l

.suFfiouTrNE soLvE (NCAP I A' Y.)
0lt'lENstoN A(NCAp), y (6, 10O1 ), U1 (5 ), u? (5 ) r u3 (5 ), Lt4 ( 5xx(6) rxxx(6) rYY(6)
COHHON PAR(39)

c
C FI X PARA},IET€R VALUES
L

Ko01=pARC14)+0.5
AS=PAR (1 )
E=PAR(2)
XN5=PARi?4)
US=PAR(?3)
G=9.81
XLS=PAR({8t
R=-G+XN5+XL5/US**?
PI=PAR(17)
ALS=.PAR(3)
AA=5.0*pI* (i . O-E ) *R/6.0/ ( 1 . O+E ) /,AS
BB=3,O*AA/5.0/pt
.EPS=.FAR({6)
PAR {ro ) =AA
PAR(21)=BB
C=PAR(2?l
NUH=PAR(12)+O.s
P.A.R(36)--1.
.H=PAR(13]
XLAH=PAR(11 )
HB=PAR(54)
6EPS=PA:R(1?)
BK=PAR (35 )
IFLA6=PAR(36)+0.5
IF (IFL46.GT.1) 6OTO 1OO

c
C FOR LAllB0A=0 AND Ko01=1 USE FROP.ENIUF MErHoo

XK5=A (1 )
PAR (37).=lK5
A1 =BB* COS ( ALS )
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XHZ=A.t*XKS*O.5
41 =SQRT ( 41 )
A2-AA*T AN ( ALS i ,/ B B

A3=5QRT ( XKs )
Xl.i3= ( C*A?**2-1 , O ) *A1*i3*A3/6, O/5QRT ( ?.0) /EPS/ XNS
XK4=-A?*A1 /SQRT (?, 0) /XN5/A3
Yt{ ,1 ) =0.0
Y(2,1)=0.0
Y(3'1)=0,0
Y(4,1)=1 .O
Y(5,1)=0,8
Y(6,1)=XK5
x(?]=xK?*H**2
X(1)=X(?)*A?
X(3)=XN3*H+*3
X({)=1.0+XH4*H
X(5)=Xl(5*H
PAR (33) =BB*COS (ALS)
CALL C0HV(X)
IF (PAR(38}.6T.0.) RETURN
OO I'I=1 ,ö

1 Y(1,2)=X(l)
500 F0RtlAT (5Xt6E1?.ö)

I I=?
G0T0 ?00

C FOR ALL OTHER CASES FIX INITIAL VALUES

100 YYY=A(1 )
PAR(37)-YYY
]F (IFLA6,.GT.2) GO TO 4OO
X(5)=YYY
X(4)=1 ,O
PAR(33)-BB*COS(ALS)
X (1 )=AA*SIN(ALS) *X (51*HB
x(2)-PAR(33)*X(5)*HB
T=XN5*X(5)
FI-Fl0(T)
X(3)=-gK*X(?1/FI
CALL COMV(X)
IF (PAR(38}.CT.O. ) RETURN
00 9 I=1,6

I Y(1,1)=X(I)
I l=1
G0 T0 200

400 X(5)=YYY
X (Z) =PAR (8) * (1 . -X (5 ) )*FI0 ( XNSiX i:51 )
X (6) =5QRT (X (?) /XLAt't)
PAR (3?) =1 .
X(4)=1 .O
X(3)=0.0
XK=PAR ({0)
X (1) =-Xt{
IF(K001.E0.2) Xt1 )=X(t)*X (g)
D0 I t=1,6

S Y(I,1)=X(I)
lI=1
PAR(29)=x({)
PAR(33)=BB*C05(ALS)

200 PAR(25 ) =AA*SIN(ALS)
c
c UsE FOURTH ORDER RUI'I6E-HUTTA HETHOD
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D0 300 lX=II !f.lUH
l{EYY =0

15 CALL RI6HT(X,U1)
IF (PAR(38),GT.O. ) RETURN

501 F0RHAT(///,5X,16)
rF (IX.6T,1) 60 T0 10
00 3 l=tr5
XXX{I)=X(I)+H*ul (I:r

3 yy(i)=X (I)+0.5*H*U1 (I )
CALL COT4V(YY)
IF (PAR(38).GT,O.) FETURI.I
CALL RTGHT(YY,U?)
IF (PAR(38).6T.Ü. ) RETURN
D0 17 1=1,5

77 yy(I)=yy(I)+0.5*H*U?(I)
€0 T0 1r

10 IF (IX.GT,?) C0 T0 11
0o 5 l=1,5

5 YY(I)=X(I)+0.5*H*(3.*U1(I)-U?(t)t
GOT64

11 tF (IX.GT.5) 60 T0 1?
D0 6 I=1 ts6 YY(I)=X (I)+H*(23.*Ul (I)-16.rU?tt t+5,*U3(1) 1 /17.

18

74

7

72
1?
4

GOTO4
00 19 l={ r5
YY ( I ) =X ( I ) +H* (55. ru1 ( 1) -59, *U? t I t.r37. *U3 ( i l -9. ätJ4 l'Ij i /?4 .
cALr_ cot1v ( YY )
IF ( PAR (JS) .6T. O. ) RETUR}'I
IF (IFLA6.LE.2) GO TO 13
IF (IX.LT,3) GO TO 13
1F (YY(5)+Y(5,IX-1),LT.?.*y(5tIX)) G0 T0 1I
PAR{39)=-1.
IF (KEYY.EQ.1) GO TO 13
KEYY=1
60 T0 15
D0 1E I=1,5
u4(l)=lJ3(I)
U3(I)=U3(I)
U?(I)=Lj'l (l)
00 14 I=1!6
X(l)=YY(l)
O0 7 I=1,6
Y(I,IX+1)=X(l)
CONT I NUE
RETU RN

c rHrs suEROurrNE CONETRUcrs THE 0BJECTIvE FUNcrtOht F0R 0prirlIZrilI0tri
sueRouTIl'tE FcN(NCAP!AiFVALI
REAL Fl , N
DIHENSI0N A(NCApl,y(6,1BOl ), X (61
c0Hr'toN PAR(59)
60 T0 100

?00 FVAL=10,**30*PAR(38)**2
RE T URN

300 FVAL=IB. **10*PAR (38) **?
RE TURN

100 N=P'AR(4)
I'l=PAR{5)
Pl=PAR(17)
üg=A(?)
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Xl.lS=A (3)
PAR(23)-Us
PAR(24)=xNs
cALL S0LVE(NCAP!ArY)
IF (PAR(3S).GT.O. ) 60 T0 200
NUt'|1=PAR(12)+1 .5
cs=PAR(6)
00 I I=1 ,6
X(I)=Y(I,Null1 )
lF {X(1),6T.O,) G0 TO 6
PAR(38)=-X(1)
60 TO 300
tF (x(4).6T.O.) GO T0 7
.PAR(3Sl=-X(4)
G0 TO 30u
Ul=X(4)
U?=CS*X (1 ) **N
U3=U1
lF (ABS(U?) .6T.ABS{Ul ) ) U3-U?
FVAL=PAR (50) * ( (Ul-U2) /U3) **?
KOD?:PAR(15)+0.5
T=XNS*X (9)
FI=FI0 (T)
lF(K002.EQ,?) 60T0 ?
U1=X {?)
U2=FI*PAR(7)*X (41**(l'l+1 . )
u3=Ul
IF (AeS (U2) .6T. ABS (U1 ) ) U3=U?
GOTO3,
U1=FI+X (3)
U?=-PAR(?)*X(2)
U3=U1
IF (AeS (U?) .6T. ABS (U1 ) ) U3=U2
FVAL=FVAL+PAR(31)*( (U?-U1 ) /U3)**!
t4tl=1, 0-PAR (30 ) -PAR (31 )
EE=Y(5,1)
D0 5 t-?rNuH1
lF(Y(5, l).GT.EEl EE=Y(5r1)
FVAL=FVAL+tll.l* (EE-1 .0) **?
R ETU RN
Et'I0

THIS SUBROUTINE COI{PUTES THE VALUE OF FUNCTION PHI

FUNCTION FIO(X)
tF(x.LE.0.75) G0T0 {
AL=0,00068302
EE=1 3 .87
FIo=AL*EXP(PE*X )
RETU RN

FIO=X*X*(?. 0-Xi / 7.A I (1 . 0-X ) **3
RETU RN
END

THIS SUEROUTINE COI'IPUTES THE VALUE OF FUNCTION PSO

FUNCTION.PSO(X)
c0t'il.roN PAR(39)
XN5=PAR (?4)
IF (X,LE.O.75) G0T0 1
Pso=(8, 005688/ (X-0. 5?AO)+0. 016) /xNs
RETU RN

c
c
c



c
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PSO.=X*(2. -X )+ (1 . -X ) / (4. -X ) IXNS
RETU RN
ENO

THIS SUSROUTINE COI'IPUTES THE VALUE OF

suBRouTtNE CoflV(X)
0tltENsIoN x (6)
c0t"tM0N PAR(3?)
IF (PAR(36).GT.2,5) GOT0 100
T=PAR(24)*X(5)
IF {T.GE.PAR(1?)) GO TO 1
PAR(38)=PAR(1?)-T

V FROH OTHER VARIAELES

RETURN
1 IF (T.LE,3.) GO TO 2

PAR (38) -T-3.
RETURN

? IF (Xt2).6E.PAR(1?)i G0 To 3. PAR(34) =PAR (19) -X (?)
RETIfRN

3 V=PAR(33)*X(5)+X(3)*SQRT(FI0(T)/X(t))
X (6)=PS0(T)*V/XlzJ
RETUftN

100 V= ( X ( 2) -PAR (33) / pAR (?E ) * { X ( 1 ) -pAR ( ?? I ) :} / pAR ( 11 IIF (V.GE.0.) G0. T0 4
PAR{34} =-V
RETURN
X (6)=FAR{39)*SQRT(v)
RETI,J RN
El'10

THIS S'UBROUTINE COI'IPUTE5 THE RIGHT HANT) SIOES OF THE
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

suBR0uTtNE RI6HT(XrFF)
0It'tENsIoN x (6), FF (5 )
COHHON PAR(3?)
FF(tl=X(5)*PAR(2S)
XNS=-PAR (24)
TlxNs*x (5 )
IF (T:,6E.PAR(1?)) 60 TO 1
PAR(38)=PAR{19)-T
RETU RN

1 IF (T.LE.3.) 60 TO ?
PAR ( 38 ) =T-3 ,
RETURN

? Tl=FIo(T)
T?=sQRT ( T1 )
T3=PSO(T)
IF (X(?),6E.PAR{1?) } GO TO 3
PAft(38)=PAR(19)-X (Z)
RE TU RN

3 T4=SQRT ( X (2) )
FF (3t=x (6)*x (2) /T3-X (3) *TZlT4
FF (3)=- (T4**3712-p4R (?Z)*X (t ) **?/ IZ/T 4)/pAR(16)
FF(4)--X (r) /TzlT4
FF(5)=X(6)
RE TURN
END

C THIS: SUEROUTTNE PERFORI,IS THE OPTIIIIZATION
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SUBR0UTINE 0PTIH (FCN t N, A r FVAL I A1 L r A1 U r u5t_, U5U r XNSL r Xt'JSU, t{hi ! Nl
EXTERNAL FCN
DlflENst0N A (3), p.(3) rH(3), AL (3), AU (3), L (3)
COHHON PAR(39)
AL(1)=AlL
AL(?)=USL
AL(3)=XNSL
AU(1)=A1U
AU ( ?) =USU
AU (3) =XNSU
FVAL=1 0 . *+30
N2=N1+t
D0 {00 NSTEP=IrNN
H(1 )=(AU(1 )-AL(1 ) )./FLOAT(N1 )
H(?) = (AU(?)-AL (2'r ) /FL0AT (N1 l
H(3)=(AlJ(3)-AL(31 ) /FLoAT(N1 ]
DO 1 I=1rN?
A(1 )=AL(1 )+( l-1 )*H(1 )
DO 1 J=l,N?
A (?) =ÄL (?) + ( J-1 ) *H (?)
0O 2 K-'1 ,N2
At3)=AL (3)+(H:1 )*H(3)
CALL FCN(N!A,FF)
IF (FF.GE.FVAL) 60 TO ?
FVAL=FF
B(1)=A(1)
B(2)=A(?.)
B(3)=A(3)
L(1 )=I
L(?)=J
L(3)=l(
CONT INTJE
CONT I NUE
00 3 I=1 r3
IF (L(I).EQ.1) GO TO 4
IF (LII).EQ.N?) GO TO 5
AL{I)=P.(I)-H(I)
AU(l)=B{l}+H(I)
GO,TO 3
AU(l)=AL(l)+H(I)
60T03
AL(l)=AU(I)-H(l)
H(I)=H(I)/FL0AT(N1)
t^IRITE (6,?OO) B(1) rB(2),B(3),FVAL
F0RIIAT (5X i4(E12.5 r?X) )
CONT I NUE
DO 6 I=1i3
A(l)=B(I)
RETU RN
ENO

c
C THIS SUP.ROUTINE SEARCHES FOR FEASIBLE RE6ION
c

suBRouTlNE SEAR ( L, A1 L r A1 U r USL r USU r XNSL r XNSU r NU, h$.1 i
DII.IENSI0N A(3) ,y(6,1001 ) ;X (6)
coHil0ht PAR(3?)
NLJl =NU+1
NPll =Nl.l+{
NUI'lt=PAR(1?)+1 .5
l.lRrTE (3,51

5 FoRtlAT(!Htt///,SX,, VALUES 0F U(STARl,Nu(STAR)!*U(0t,CC,0t).)IF (NU.EQ.O) NU=1

4

5

vBo
100

6
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IF (lll"l .EQ.g) Nl'1:1
D0 1 l=1 rNUl
US=USL+( I-1 ) * (U9U-USL) /Ft_0AT (NU )
00 1 J=l ,f{}11
XN5=XNFL+ { J-l } * ( XNSU-XNFL) /FL0AT (Nt1)
ü0 I K=1,Nfil
A {1 ) =A1L+ (K-1 } i tAlU-A1L) /FLOAT (Nr"i)
PAR ( ?3 ).US
PAR(24)=XNS
cALL 50LVE (3, A, Y)
00 2 t1=1,6
X(i1)=Y(11,N[JM1.r
00 ? J1.=1 rNUMI? Y(11,Jl)=8.0
IF (X(1).LT,FAR(1?)) 60 T0 1
IF (X(4),LT.PAR(19)) G0 T0 1
C5=X(4)/X(1)**PAR(4)
FI=Fl0(X(5)*XNS)
D=X (2) /FIIX(+)**(?AR(b)+1. )
t4RtTE (3,3) lJS,XNS,A(t),cs,tl

3 F0RllAT (5X,5E1?.5)
1 CONTINUE

5TO P
END
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